LETTER TO A TEACHER

Eight young Italian boys from the mountains outside Florence wrote this passionate and eloquent book. It took them a year. Simple and clearly, with some devastating statistical analysis of the Italian education system, they set out to show the ways in which attitudes towards class, behavior, language and subject-matter militates against the poor. They describe too, the reforms they propose, and the methods they use in their own school - the School of Barbiana, started under the guidance of a parish priest and now run entirely by the children.

This remarkable book was written for the parents of the Italian poor. But it is about poor everywhere: their anger is the anger of every worker and peasant who sees middle-class children absorbed effortlessly into schools as teacher’s favorites.

*Letter to a Teacher* was a best seller in Italy and has been published subsequently in many languages. The School of Barbiana was awarded the prize of the Italian Physical Society, usually reserved for promising physicists, for the statistical achievement involved in the book.

“this marvel of a book….a masterpiece of protest….an original work of literature….I have read no book on education which has left me so uncomfortably aware of our fellow human beings” *Edward Blishen*

“We in England cannot read this book complacently. It raises fundamental questions which educators everywhere must consider. It hits hard and it hits home.” *New Society*

LETTER TO A TEACHER
By The School of Barbiana
Afterword by Lord Boyle of Handsworth

This book is not written for teachers, but for parents. It is a call for them to organize.

At first sight it seems written by one boy alone. Actually we, the authors, are eight boys from the school of Barbiana. Other schoolmates, who are now at work, helped us on Sundays.

We want to give thanks first of all to Father Milani, who trained us, taught us the rules of writing and supervised our work.
In the second place, a great many friends who co-operated in different ways:

Parents, who helped us to simplify the text. Secretaries, teachers, supervisors, school principals, officers of the Ministry of Education and of ISTAT* priests, all of whom helped us to collect statistical data.

Union officials, newspapermen, civic administrators, historians, statisticians, jurists, who provided us with various kinds' of information.

*ISTAT: Instituto Centrale di Statistiche (Central Institute of Statistics)

---

**Translators' Introduction**

Barbiana is not the name of a school nor the name of a town. It is a community of about twenty farmhouses in the hills of the Mugello region, in Tuscany. The church of Barbiana, a small lovely building of the fourteenth century, stands on a hill overlooking the valley. If is reached by a winding dirt road from Vicchio. Vicchio, known as the birthplace of Giotto, is located about thirty miles from Florence on a road branching off from the old highway that connects Florence a, Bologna through the Apennines.

The landscape has a harsh beauty: woods, stony slops and a few scattered fields and orchards.

Don Lorenzo Milani, founder of the school of Barbiana, was ordered to the Barbiana church in 1954. He went there from Calenzano, a town near Florence, where as a young priest he had started a night school for the working people. The school soon attracted those who found in its classes, tailored to their needs, the encouragement or inspiration to pursue their interests or go on with their studies.

Soon after being ordered to Barbiana, Lorenzo Milani felt the needs of the children of the farms scattered near by to be very critical. Most of the children had either failed their exams and left school or were bitterly discouraged with the way they were taught. He gathered about ten boys, eleven to thirteen year olds, and gave them a full timetable of eight hours' work, six or seven days a week. Later, the group grew a twenty. The older children would devote a great deal of time to teaching or drilling the younger. Many hours were given by all to the study and understanding of problems directly
significant to their own lives, and, along these lines, eight students of the school wrote this Letter as a full-year project.

Don Lorenzo Milani died in the summer of 1967, and the school at Barbiana died with him. And yet it is still alive. With the magnetizing strength of their priest gone, a number of the farmers followed the inevitable trend of migration to the valley or to Florence. But their children have not lost contact with one another or with the little church. They all work: some in the trade unions, some in factories or as technicians; others are studying to become teachers. Often on Sundays they get together in the old classroom to discuss things.

When one of the translators visited Barbiana in the summer of 1968, a group from an orphanage in Florence was camped there, and some of the “old” Barbiana students - now aged sixteen or seventeen - were teaching the younger children. Gathered around rickety tables, under the trellises, in the kitchen - children of all ages were hard at work everywhere. In the autumn, the school of Barbiana officially moved to Calenzano, where some of the former Barbiana students, together with old friends and other pupils of Don Milani, have opened a regular doposcuola for both young boys and adult students. It consists simply of one large room with a blackboard and some chalk, a few books and many voluntary teachers. Yet in that air, too, there breathes the enthusiasm of Barbiana and a sense of the future.

A few words on the Italian school system might help the reader to understand the point of view and the criticism, of the young writers. Until 1962, when a law was passed making the three intermediate years' schooling compulsory, all children, starting at age six, were required to attend school for five elementary years only. They would complete the five years or repeat one or more. Yet, the earliest age for beginning work was not eleven but fourteen. Following the elementary stage was a school called media intended for children who wanted to (or whose parents wanted them to) go on to the upper school (liceo) and possibly to a university.

The law of 1962 raised the working age to fifteen, established a new media inferiore, or “intermediate school” (for twelve to fourteen year olds) and made it compulsory for all.

Today the Italian school system is organized basically as follows: five elementary and three intermediate years are compulsory. After fourteen, children who plan to continue their studies choose from a number of courses:
1. Five years of *liceo classico*, where Greek and Latin are taught as well as mathematics, sciences and so forth.
2. Five years of *liceo scientifico* (no Greek, some Latin and more emphasis on mathematics and science).
3. Five years of *istituto tecnico* (a technical school).
4. Four years of *liceo artistico*, where graphic arts are emphasized.
   (All of the above upper schools will qualify students for admission to a university.)
5. Four years of *magistrale*, a school that prepares elementary school teachers and qualifies students for admission to a *magistero* or teacher's college, which qualifies upper-school teachers.
6. Four years of a vocational school called *tecniche*.

It is very important to note that the school day runs only until 12.30 or 1.30 in the afternoon. Hence the great stress in this book on the potential use of the after-school hours (*doposcuola*) for those who need or want extra work. The well to do can afford to pay private tutors to complement the schoolwork for their children. In poorer families those hours often go to waste, so that many children most in need of help are left stranded.

The marking system, a very rigid and rather dreaded feature of the Italian classroom, is the same throughout the elementary and upper school. It uses the numerals from 0 to 10, with 10 as the highest score, and 6 as the pass mark. General exams are given at the end of the fifth elementary year, after the third intermediate year, and at the end of the upper-school course. Make-up exams are also offered in September to the children who did not pass during the year and have prepared again for the tests during the summer.

*Letter to a Teacher*, written by poor country schoolchildren, has touched the lives of a vast number of readers. It has had great success in Italy, and in other countries. Undoubtedly, its popularity is in response to the book's substance, its attack on a very hot area of social and educational concern. The need for changes in the 'middle-class-orientated' schools of Italy is widespread and deeply felt, as witnessed by the turmoil among students in the past years. But the charm of the book in the original Italian comes also from its unique style. Italian readers, who were used to an overdose of adjectives, long sentences and ornate vocabulary, find this book direct, plain, refreshing. Its style follows what the boys call 'the humble and sound roles of the art of writing in all ages', which they set forth with typical brevity.

Have something important to say, something useful to everyone or at least to many. Know for whom you are writing. Gather all useful materials. Find a logical pattern
with which to develop the theme. Eliminate every useless word. Eliminate every word not used in the spoken language. Never set time Limits.

That is the way my schoolmates and I am writing this letter. That is the way my pupils will write, I hope, when I am a teacher.

The “I” of that passage is really a composite of the eight authors, all in their teens; the “you” they address throughout the book stands for the kind of teacher they had all known in the school system. Their method of working as a team that can pool and trim its thoughts into such plain speaking is also set forth in a passage toward the end of the book. Both the method and the result might well serve as models wherever a roomful of young writers would like to cut through accumulations of nonsense and tell some truths about their own world. The boys' clear and biting language may recall certain of our own writers who have sharpened their English against injustices, in the Orwellian mode; but the words from Barbiana seem especially strong to us, arising from within the world of the poor rather than king about it.

The writers are from Tuscan peasant families, but the experience they speak of is not limited to their own hillsides. While certain specific passages - their consideration of celibacy, for example, or their discussion of the use of the Gospels – may have a strange ring for some British readers, the main force of the book will have great relevance for people in many parts of the world. And even the 'strange' elements spring out of feelings universally recognizable among the poor in their quest for schooling.

This book is written to be 'useful to everyone', as the boys say. If the names Cicero or Homer come up, the boys supply footnotes explaining who they are. The message is for all to understand, and nobody is to be left out because he hasn't heard of certain books.

To back up their protest in depth the young authors did a great deal of research into the Italian school system. Their analyses of the data they compiled, which refer specifically to Italian situations and problems, may be hard going for a British reader. We considered editing some of these passages, and omitting the more difficult charts but then decided against it. These children wanted to make more than an emotional protest. Under the leadership of Don Milani, they insisted that their conclusions also be accurate, and were willing to go through a painstaking discipline. Although some readers may only glance at the statistical work, its presence makes their moving appeal for change still more forceful.
In translating, we had many arguments about usage, about the finding of English equivalents for the fresh and often abrupt expressions the boys use, and also about the points they make. About schools, learning, about Italy and this country, about the future. It seems to us that kind of book: it stirs those who read it, not always or necessarily to agree, but to care. Its challenge is so direct, humane and radical that indifference to it seems almost impossible.

March 1969                          Nora Rossi
                                      Tom Cole

PART 1: The Compulsory Schools ought not to fail their Students

Dear Miss

You won't remember me or my name. You have failed so many of us.

On the other hand I have often had thoughts about you, and the other teachers, and about that institution which you call 'school' and about the boys that you fail.

You fail us right out into the fields and factories and then you forget us.

Timidity Two years ago, when I was in first magistrale, you used to make me feel shy. (* magistrale: a four four-year upper school leading to a diploma for elementary school teachers.)

As a matter of fact, shyness has been with me all my life. As a little boy I used to keep my eyes on the ground. I would creep along the walls in order not to be seen.

At first I thought it was some kind of sickness of mine or maybe of my family. My mother is the kind that gets timid in front of a telegram form. My father listens and notices, but is not a talker.

Later on I thought shyness was a disease of mountain people. The farmers on the flat lands seemed surer of themselves. To say nothing of the workers in town.

Now I have observed that the workers let 'daddy's boys' grab all the jobs with responsibility in the political machines, and all the seats in Parliament.
So they too are like us. And the shyness of the poor is an older mystery. I myself, in the midst of it, can't explain it. Perhaps it is neither a form of cowardice nor of heroism. It may just be lack of arrogance.

The Mountain People

The school for all During the five elementary years the State offered me a second-rate education. Five classes in one room. A fifth of the schooling that was due me.

It is the same system used in America to create the differences between black and whites. Right from the start a poorer school for the poor.

Compulsory School After the five elementary years I had the right to three more years of schooling. In fact, the Constitution says that I had the obligation to go. But there was not yet an intermediate school in Vicchio. To go to Borgo was an undertaking. The few who had tried it had spent a pile of money and then were thrown out as failures like dogs.

In any case, the teacher had told my family that it was better not to waste money on me: “Send him into fields. He is not made for books.”

My father did not reply. He was thinking, ‘If we lived in Barbiana, he would be made for books.’

Barbiana In Barbiana all the boys were going to school. The priest's school. From early morning until dark, summer and winter. Nobody there was 'not made for school'.

But we were from a different parish and lived far away. My father was ready to give up. Then he heard of a boy from San Martino who was going to Barbiana. He took courage and went to find out.

The woods When he came back I saw that he had bought me a torch for the dark evenings a canteen for soup and boots for the snow.

The first day he took me there himself. It took us two hours because we were breaking our path with a sickle and a billhook. Later I learned to make it in little more than an hour.
I would pass by only two houses along the way. Windows broken, recently abandoned. At times I would start running because of a viper or because a crazy man, who lived alone at the Rock, would scream at me from the distance.

I was eleven years old. You would have been scared to death.

The intermediate school (*media inferiore*) covers the ages twelve to fourteen.

You see, we each have our different kind of timidity. So, in that sense we are even.

But we're even only if both of us stay at home. Or if you have to come and give us the exams at our place. But you don't have to do that.

*The tables* Barbiana, when I arrived did not seem like a school. No teacher, no desk, no blackboard, no benches. Just big tables, around which we studied and also ate.

There was just one copy of each book. The boys would pile up around it. It was hard to notice that one of them was a bit older and was teaching.

The oldest of these teachers was sixteen. The youngest was twelve, and filled me with admiration. I made up my mind from the start that I, too, was going to teach.

*The favorite* Life was hard up there too. Discipline and squabbles until you didn't feel like coming back.

But there a boy who had no background, who was slow or lazy, was made to feel like the favorite. He would be treated the way you teachers treat the best student in the class. It seemed as if the school was meant just for him. Until he could be made to understand, the others would not continue.

*Break* There was no break. Nor even Sunday was a holiday.

None of us was bothered by it because labor would have been worse. But any middle-class gentleman who happened to be around would start a fuss on this question. Once a big professor held forth: ‘you have never studied pedagogy, Father Milani. Doctor Polianski writes that sports for boys is a physiopsycho....’

(physiopsycho....the first half a big word used by that professor, we cannot remember the ending.)
He was talking without looking at us. A university professor of education doesn't have to look at schoolboys. He knows them by heart, the way we know our multiplication tables.

Finally he left, and Lucio, who has thirty-six cows in the barn at home, said, ‘School will always be better than cow shit.’

**The peasants of the world** That sentence can be engraved over the front doors of your schools. Millions of farm boys are ready to subscribe to it. You say that boys hate school and love play. You never asked us peasants. But there are one hundred thousand, nine hundred million of us. Six boys out of every ten in the world feel the same as Lucio. About the other four we can't say.

All your culture is built this way. As if you were all the world.

**Children as teachers** The next year I was a teacher; that is, three half-days a week. I taught geography, mathematics and French to the first intermediate year.

You don't need a degree to look through an atlas or explain fractions.

If I made some mistakes, that wasn't so bad. It was a relief for the boys. We would work them out together. The hours would go by quietly, without worry and without fear. You don't know how to run a class the way I do.

**Politics or stinginess** Then, too, I was learning so many things while I taught. For instance, that others' problems are like mine. To come out of them together is good politics. To come out alone is stinginess.

I was not vaccinated against stinginess myself. During exams I felt like sending the little ones to hell and studying on my own. I was a boy like your boys, but up at Barbiana I couldn't admit it to myself or to others. I had to be generous even when I didn't feel it.

To you this may seem a small thing. But for your students you do even less. You don't ask anything of them. You just encourage them to push ahead on their own.

**The Boys from Town**

**Warped** When the intermediate school was started in Vicchio, some boys from the town came to Barbiana. Just those who had failed, of course.
The problem of shyness did not seem to exist for them. But they were warped in other ways.

For example, they felt that games and holidays were a right and school a sacrifice. They had never heard that one goes to school to learn, and that to go is a privilege.

The teacher, for them, was on the other side of a barricade and was there to be cheated. They even tried to copy. It took them one hell of a time to believe that there was no mark book.

*The rooster* The same subterfuges when it came to sex. They believed they had to speak in whispers. When they saw a rooster on a hen they would nudge each other as if they had seen adultery in action.

In any case, sex was the only subject that would wake them up at first. We had an anatomy book at school. They would lock themselves up to study it in a corner. Two pages became totally worn out.

Later they discovered other interesting pages. Later still, they noticed that even history is fun.

Some have never stopped discovering. Now they are interested in everything. They teach the younger children and have become like us.

Some others, however, you have succeeded in freezing all over again.

*The girls* None of the girls from town ever came to Barbiana. Perhaps because the road was so dangerous. Perhaps because of their parents' mentality. They believed that a woman can live her life with the brains of a hen. Males don't ask a woman to be intelligent.

This, too, is racialism. But on this matter we cannot blame you, the teachers. You put a higher value on your girl students than their parents do.

*Sandro and Gianni* Sandro was fifteen; five feet eight in height: a humiliated adult. His teachers had declared him an imbecile. They expected him to repeat the first intermediate year for the third time.
Gianni was fourteen. Inattentive, allergic to reading. His teachers had declared him a delinquent. They were not totally wrong, but that was no excuse for sweeping him out of their way.

Neither of them had any intention of trying yet again. They had reached the point of dropping out and getting jobs. They came over to us because we ignore your failing marks and put each person in the right year for his age.

Sandro was put in the third intermediate class and Gianni in the second. This was the first satisfaction they ever had in their unhappy school careers. Sandro will remember this forever. Gianni remembers once in a while.

‘The Little Match Girl’ Their second satisfaction was a change, at last, in their school syllabus.

You kept them at the search for perfection. A useless perfection, because a boy hears the same things repeated to the point of boredom, but meanwhile he is growing up. Things stay the same, but he is changing. So the subjects turn into childish matter in his hands.

For instance, in the first intermediate year you read to the students two or three times 'The Little Match Girl' and 'La neve fiocca, fiocca, fiocca' But in the second and third intermediate years you read things written for grown ups.

Gianni could not be made to put the h on the verb 'to have'. But he knew many things about the grown up world. About jobs and family relations and the life of his towns people. Sometimes in the evening he would join his dad at the Communist Party meeting or at the town meeting.

You, with your Greeks and your Romans, had made him hate history. But we, going through the Second World War, could hold him for hours without a break.

You wanted him to repeat the geography of Italy for another year. He could have left school without ever having heard of the rest of the world. You would have done him great harm. Even if he only wants to read the newspaper.

'You can't even speak properly' Sandro became enthusiastic about everything in a short time. In the morning he devoted hours to the same course he would have studied in the third intermediate year. He would take notes on the things he didn't know and at
nights he would poke around in the books of the first and second intermediate years. This 'imbecile' took your exams at the June session and you had to let him pass.

With Gianni it was harder. He had come to us from your school illiterate and with a hatred of books.

We tried the impossible with him. We succeeded in having him love not every subject; but at least a few. All that we needed from you teachers was to pass him into the third intermediate year and to give him lots of praise. We could have taken upon ourselves to make him love the rest.

Instead, a teacher said to him during the oral exam, 'Why do you go to private school, boy? You know that you can't even speak properly?'

We certainly do know that Gianni can't speak properly.

Let's all beat our breasts about that. But most of all, you teachers, who had thrown him out of school the year before.

Fine remedies you have.

**Without distinction as to language** Besides, we should settle what correct language is. Languages are created by the poor, who then go on renewing them forever. The rich crystallize them in order to put on the spot anybody who speaks in a different way. Or in order to make him fail exams.

You say that little Pierino, daddy's boy, can write well. But of course; he speaks as you do. He is part of the firm.

On the other hand, the language spoken and written by Gianni is the one used by his father. When Gianni was a baby he used to call the radio 'rara'. And his father would correct him: 'It's not called *rara*, it's called "aradio".'

Now, it would be a good thing for Gianni also to learn to say 'radio', if at all possible. Your own language could become a convenience in time. But meanwhile, don't throw him out of school.

'All citizens are equal without distinction as to language,' says the Constitution, having Gianni in mind.'
Obedient puppet But you honor grammar more than constitutions. And Gianni never came back, not even to us.

Yet we can't get him off our mind. We follow him from a distance. We heard that he doesn't go to church any more, or to any political meetings. He sweeps up in a factory. During his free time he follows like a puppet whatever is 'in'. Saturday, dancing; Sunday, the sports field.

But you, his teacher, don't even remember his existence.

The hospital This was our first contact with you. Through the boys you don't want.

We, too, soon found out how much harder it is to run a school with them around. At times the temptation to get rid of them is strong. But if we lose them, school is no longer school. It is a hospital, which tends to the healthy and rejects the sick. It becomes just a device to strengthen the existing differences to a point of no return.

And are you ready to take such a position? If not, get them back to school, insist, start from scratch all over again, even if you are called crazy.

Better to be called crazy than to be an instrument of racialism.

Exams

The rules of good writing After three years of schooling at Barbiana I took, in June, my exams for the intermediate diploma as a private-school candidate. The composition topic was: ‘The Railway Wagons Speak’.

At Barbiana I had learned that the rules of good writing are:

Have something important to say, something useful to everyone or at least to many. Know for whom you are writing. Gather all useful materials. Find a logical pattern with which to develop the theme. Eliminate every useless word. Eliminate every word not used in the spoken language. Never set time limits.

That is the way my schoolmates and I are writing this letter.

That is the way my pupils will write, I hope, when I am a teacher.
**The knife in your hands** But, facing that composition topic, what use could I make of the humble and sound rules of the art of writing in all ages? If I wanted to be honest I should have left the page blank. Or else criticized the theme and whoever had thought it up.

But I was fourteen years old and I came from the mountains. To go to teachers' school I needed the diploma. This piece of paper lay in the hands of five or six person’s alien to my life and to everything I loved and knew. Careless people who held the handle of the knife completely in their own grasp.

I tried to write the way you want us to. I can easily believe I was not a success. No doubt there was a better flow to the papers of your own young men, already masters in the production of hot air and warmed-up platitudes.

**The trap-complex** The French exam was a concentrate of irregularities.

Examinations should be abolished. But if you do give them, at least be fair. Difficulties should be chosen in proportion to then appearance in life. If you choose them too frequently, it means you have a trap-complex. As if you were at war with the boys.

What makes you do it? Is it for the good of the students?

**Owls, pebbles and fans** No, not for their good You gave an A-- in French to a boy who, in France, would not know how to ask the whereabouts of the toilet.

He could only have asked for owls, pebbles and fans, either in the singular or the plural. All in all, he knew perhaps two hundred words picked carefully for being exceptions, not for being commonly used.

The result was that he hated French the way some people hate math’s.

**The end** Instead, I learned my languages from records. Without effort I learned first the most useful and common words. Just the way one's own language is learned.

In the summer I had been in Grenoble washing dishes in a restaurant - I had felt at home right away. At the youth hostels I was able to be in contact with boys from Europe and from Africa.

Back home I decided to pick up languages one after another. Many languages, even if not so well, rather than one to perfection. So I could communicate with all kinds of
people, meet new men and new problems, and laugh at the sacred borders of all fatherlands.

**The means** During the three years of intermediate school we had taken two languages instead of just one: French and English. We had acquired a vocabulary sufficient to carry on any argument.

We did not linger over every mistake in grammar. Grammar is there mainly for writing. One can get along without it for reading and speaking. Little by little one gets it by ear. Later on, it can be studied in depth.

This is the way it goes with our own language. The first grammar lesson comes when we are eight years old. After we have been reading and writing for three years.

Gramophone records are recommended in your own new courses. But records are good in a full-time school, where languages are learned for relaxation during the time when the boys are tired of other work. Every day of the week for a couple of hours. Not three hours a week, as you do it.

Under your conditions it is just as well not to use records.

**The castles of the Loire** At the oral examination we had a surprise. Your students seemed to be bottomless wells of French culture. For example, they spoke with great knowledge of the castles of the Loire (*a river in France*).

We found out later on that this was the only thing they had studied all year. They had also prepared some selections from a syllabus and could read and translate them.

If an inspector happened to pass by, they could put up a better show than we could. The inspector does not venture outside the syllabus. Although you know perfectly well, and so does he, that that kind of French is useless. And for whom are you doing it? You do it for the inspector. He does it for the school superintendent. And he does it for the Minister of Education.

That is the most upsetting aspect of your school: it lives as an end in itself.

**Social climbers at twelve** But your students' own goal is also a mystery. Maybe it is nonexistent; maybe it is just shoddy.
Day in and day out they study for marks, for reports and diplomas. Meanwhile they lose interest in all the fine things they are studying. Languages, sciences, history - everything becomes purely pass marks.

Behind those sheets of paper there is only a desire for personal gain. The diploma means money. Nobody mentions this, but give the bag a good squeeze and that's what comes out.

To be a happy student in your schools you have to be a social climber at the age of twelve.

But few are climbers at twelve. It follows that most of your young people hate school. Your cheap invitation to them deserves no other reaction.

**English** In the classroom next door there was an English exam. More baffling than ever.

I believe that English is the most useful of all languages. But only if you know it. Nor if you have just started to scratch the surface. Owls and pebbles? The students could not even say 'good night'. And they were discouraged about languages forever.

The first foreign language is an event in the life of a young person. It has to be a success; or else there will be trouble.

We have seen from experience that for an Italian this success is possible only with French. Every time a French-speaking guest visited us, some of the boys would discover the joy of understanding him. The same night we could see them go and pick up the records of a third language.

The most important tools were in their hands: motivation, belief in a capacity to break through, a mind already under way on linguistic problems.

**Mathematics and sadism** The geometry problem in the exam brought to mind a sculpture in one of the modern-art exhibitions: ‘A solid is formed by a hemisphere superimposed on a cylinder whose surface is three-sevenths of that. ...’

There is no instrument that can measure surfaces. Thus, it never happens in life that we know the surface without knowing the dimensions. Such a problem can only be conceived by a sick mind.
New labels In the reformed intermediate (after the law in 1962, introduced new courses with a more practical intent) school things like that will be seen no more. Problems will have to be based on ‘concrete considerations’.

And so Carla was tested on a modern problem on her exam this year, based on boilers: 'A boiler has the shape of a hemisphere superimposed....' Back to surfaces again.

Better an old-fashioned teacher than one who thinks he is modern because he has changed the labels.

A class made up of imbeciles Our teacher was old-fashioned. The funny thing was that none of his own pupils managed to solve that problem. But two out of four pupils did work it out. The result: twenty-six out of twenty-eight were failed.

He went around saying he was stuck with a class made up of imbeciles.

The parents' union Who should have kept him in check?

The principal might have been able to do it, or the teachers' council. They did not.

The parents might have been able to do it. But as long as you have the handle of the knife completely in your grasp they will keep quiet. And so, either we have to wrest from your hands all the knives (marks, reports exams) or we have to get the parents organized.

A wonderful union of fathers and mothers able to remind you that we are the people who pay you; and we pay you to serve us, not throw us out of school.

If may turn into a good thing for you. People who get no criticism do not age well. They lose touch with life and the progression of events. They turn into poor creatures like yourselves.

The newspaper The history of this half-century was the one I knew best. Russian Revolution, Fascism, war, resistance, liberation of Africa and Asia. It is the history lived by my father and my grandfather.

I also knew well the history of my own time. That means the daily newspaper, which we always read at Barbiana, aloud, from top to bottom.
While cramming for the exams we would steal a couple of hours every day to read the paper, overcoming our stinginess. Because nothing is found in the newspaper that could help us pass your exams. This proves again how little there is in your school useful for life.

That is why we must read the news. It is like shouting in your face that your filthy certificates have not turned us into beasts. We want the diploma for our parents. But politics and the news of each day - they are the sufferings of others and are worth more than your interests or our own.

**The Constitution** One woman teacher ended her lessons before the First World War. She stopped exactly at the spot where school could tie us to life. In the whole year she never once read a newspaper to her class.

The Fascist posters must still be dangling before her eyes: 'Do not talk politics in here.'

Gianpietro's mother was talking to her one day: ‘But you know, I feel that my child has improved so much since he started going to the *doposcula* (after-hours school) I see him reading at home in the evening.’

'Reading? Do you know what he reads? The CONSTITUTION! Last year he worried about girls, this year it's the Constitution.'

That poor woman was made to feel that it must be a dirty book. That night she wanted Gianpietro's father to give him a good beating.

*Vincenzo Monti (poet of the nineteenth century. He translated The Illiad into Italian)*  
That same teacher wanted to teach her class, at all costs, the strange fables of Homer. Fine, if at least she was teaching Homer. But no, it was Monti’s translation.

We did not read it at Barbiana. Just once, for a joke, we took the Greek text and counted all the words in one of the stanzas. One hundred and forty words as against one hundred in Homer! Of every three words, two are really Homer’s, and one is conceived inside Monti’s pretty little head.

Who is this Monti? Someone who has something to tell us? Someone who speaks the language we want to learn? No, even worse: someone who wrote in a language not even used in his own time.
One day I was teaching geography to a boy who had just failed in one of your intermediate schools. He did nor know a thing, but Gibraltar he called the 'Pillars of Hercules'."

Can you imagine him in Spain asking for a ticket at the station window?

**Order of priorities** if schooling has to be so brief, then it should be planned according to the most urgent needs.

Little Pierino, the doctor's son, has plenty of time to read fables. Not Gianni. He dropped out of your hands at fifteen. He is in a factory. He does not need to know whether it was Jupiter who gave birth to Minerva or vice versa.

His Italian literature course would have done better to include the contract of the metalworkers' union. Did you ever read it, Miss? Aren't you ashamed? It means the life of half a million families.

You keep telling yourselves how well educated you are. But you have all read the same books. Nobody ever asks you anything different.

**Unhappy children** At the gymnastics exam the teacher threw us a ball and said, 'Play basketball.' We didn't know how. The teacher looked us over with contempt: 'My poor children.'

He, too, is one of you. The ability to handle a conventional ritual seemed so vital to him. He told the principal that we had not been given any 'physical education' and we should take the exams again in the autumn.

Any one of us could climb an oak tree. Once up there we could let go with our hands and chop off a two hundred-pound branch with a hatchet. Then we could drag it through the snow to our mother's doorstep.

I heard of a gentleman in Florence who rides upstairs in his house in a lift. But then he has bought himself an expensive gadget and pretends to row in it. You would give him an “A” in physical education.

**Latin in Mugello** In Barbiana we learned very little Latin. Parliament had buried it (with the new law). In fact, that same year Latin was no longer required for entrance to Cambridge and Oxford.
But the farmers of Mugello still had to study it seriously. Solemn teachers moved among the desks looking like high priests. True custodians of the extinguished lamp.

I stared wide-eyed at this strange breed of men. I had never seen anything like them in my life.

**The New Intermediate School**

*In your hands* We have been reading the new law and the courses planned for the new intermediate school.

Most of what we read we liked. Especially the fact that the new intermediate school does exist, is universal, compulsory and is disliked by the right-wing factions. These are positive facts.

But it is a pity to know that it is back in your hands. Are you going to make it class-orientated again, as it was before?

*School timetable* The old intermediate school sharpened class distinctions chiefly-through its timetable and its terms (short hours of schooling and long holidays). This has not changed in the new system. It remains a school cut to measure for the rich. For people who can get their culture at home and are going to school just in order to collect diplomas.

There is a sign of hope in Article 3 of the new law. It calls for the establishment of a *doposcuola* allowing at least ten hours a week. Just below that, the same article offers you a loophole for getting out of it: the *doposcuola* will be put into effect only 'upon ascertainment of the local conditions'. And so the decision goes back into your hands.

*Results* During the first year of life of the new intermediate school the *doposcuola* was established in fifteen towns out of the fifty-one in the Province of Florence.

During the second year if worked in six towns, reaching 7.1 percent of the students. Last year only in five towns, for 2.9 per cent of the boys.

Today no *doposcuola* exists in the State-school system at all.

You can't blame the parents. They realized you aren't eager to get it started. Otherwise, willing as they are, they would have sent the children not only to *doposcuola* but even to bed with you.
**Opposed** The mayor of Vicchio, before opening a *doposcuola*, asked the opinion of the State-school teachers. Fifteen letters arrived. Thirteen against and two in favor. The recurring argument was that if a *doposcuola* is not run very well, if is better not to have one.

The town boys were hanging around in the bars and in the streets. The country boys were back out in the fields. This being the case, the *doposcuola* could never go very wrong. Anything would be better. Even an abortive school like yours is better.

If you are opposed to the *doposcuola* let me advise you not to let it be known. People are malicious. They might think that you would rather tutor young gentlemen and earn a little extra on your afternoons.

**South Africa** Some people hate equality.

A school principal in Florence told a mother: 'Don't you worry, madam, send your son to us. Our school is one of the least egalitarian in all of Italy.'

It is quite easy to cheat the 'sovereign people'. One can do it just by starting a special class for the 'nice' boys. It is not necessary to know them personally. It's enough to look at their report cards, their age, their address (farm or city), place of birth (North or South), father's profession, and influential references or strings.

In this way, two, three and even four intermediates will co-exist in the same school. Class A is the 'intermediate old-style'. The class that runs smoothly. The best teachers will fight to have it.

A certain kind of parent will go to a lot of trouble to have a child placed in it. Class B will not be quite as good, and so on down the line.

**The duty to push** But these are all honorable people. The principal and the teachers are not doing it for their own good; they are doing it for the good of Culture.

Not even the parents act for their own good. They are acting for the child's future. To push one's own way through is not proper, but to do it for the child's good is a Sacred Duty. They would feel ashamed not to.

**Disarmed** The poorest among the parents don't do a thing.
They don't even suspect what is going on. Instead, they feel quite moved. In their time, up in the country, they left school at nine.

If things are not going so well, it must be that their child is not cut out for studying. 'Even the teacher said so. A real gentleman. He asked me to sit down. He showed me the record book. And a test all covered with red marks. I suppose we just weren't blessed with an intelligent boy. He will go to work in the fields, like us.'

Statistics

At the national level Here you might object that we happened to take our examinations in particularly bad schools. Also, that whatever reports we receive from elsewhere all happen to be sad. You can say that you know a lot of other examples, as true as ours, but leading to the opposite conclusions.

So, let us drop all of us, a position that has become too emotional and let us stand on scientific ground.

Let us start all over, this time with numbers.

Unfit for studying Giancarlo took on himself a job of compiling statistics. He is fifteen years old. He is another of those country boys pronounced by you to be unfit for studying.

With us he runs smoothly. He has been engulfed in these figures for four months now. Even maths has stopped being dry for him.

The educational miracle we have performed on him comes out of a very clear prescription.

We offered him the chance to study for a noble aim: to feel himself a brother to 1,031,000 who were failed, as he was, and to taste the joy; of revenge for himself and for all of them.

The cocksure teacher Scores of statistical compendia, scores of visits to schools or inquiries by letter, and trips to the Ministry of Education and to ISTAT (Central Institute of Statistics) to gather further data, and whole days spent at the calculating machine.
Others may have done similar research before us. They must be the kind of people who can't translate their findings into plain language.

We haven't read their findings. Neither have you teachers.

And so none of you has a clear idea of what really goes on inside the schools.

We mentioned this to a teacher visiting our place. He was mortally offended: 'I have been teaching for thirteen years. I have met thousands of children and parents. You see things from the outside. You don't have a deep knowledge of the problems in a school.'

Then it is he who has a deep knowledge - he, who has only known pre-selected boys. The more of them he knows, the more he goes off the track.

**Gianni means millions** Schools have a single problem. The children they lose. The Giannis.

Your ‘compulsory school’ loses 462,000 children per year. This being the case, the only incompetents in the matter of school are you who lose so many and don't go back to find them. Not we: we find them in the fields and factories and we know them at close range.

Gianni's mother, who doesn't know how to read, can see what the problems of the school are. And so will anybody who knows the pain endured by a child when he fails, and who has enough patience to look through statistics.

Then these figures will begin to scream in your face. They say that the Giannis run into millions and that you are either stupid or evil.

**The pyramid** Since the statistical tables may be hard to digest, we have put them into appendixes. Here in the text we cut them down to a human measure. To fit into a classroom that can be embraced with one loving glance.

We have decided to keep the pyramid diagram here. It is a symbol that leaves an impression on the eye.

It looks as if it is chopped out by hatchet blows. Every blow, from the elementary years up, is a creature going off to work before being equal.
**Tracing the class of 1951** But the pyramid does have the defect of putting students from age six to age thirty on the same sheet of paper - failures old and new.

Let's try to follow one class of children throughout their eight years of compulsory schooling.

[Here, follows a statistical analysis of the failure and dropout patterns in the Italian schools, demonstrating a powerful discrimination against the children of the working or farming class. These are especially Italian problems. However the British reader may still be interested in these analyses and calculations as a sample of the way the students of Barbiana were taught always to make their point and base their findings on solid statistical foundations. Because of the serious effort on the part of these children, the Italian Physical Society gave a prize (generally given to promising physicists) to the school of Barbiana after the publication of the book]

**First year** Let us drop in on a first-year class on the first day of school, in October. Thirty-two students are there: At a glance they all seem alike. In reality there are five amongst them who will sit their exams again and again.

Seven years old, aprons and ribbons, yet already stamped 'retarded', which will cost them dearly later on in the intermediate school.

**Lost earnings** Three children are missing even before the school term begins. The teacher doesn't know them, but they have been in school earlier. They tasted their first failure and they have nor come back.

If they had come back they would be in her class. In a way, then, she has lost them. In the same way that we speak of lost earnings.

The same story goes on throughout the following years. To be really mean we could double the count of children lost every year: the ones you have chased away and the ones missing from your class because they are repeating a year.

To be really good, you should be the ones to do the counting.

**The truants** We do not include in our count those children who never started school. For them there are no available data on a national scale. There seems to be a small number, as far as we can tell. Giancarlo could not find a single one in the Mugello region.
We could not blame you for them, in any case. Others are to be blamed. Above all, the
priests, who know the people of their parish and could have talked to the parents or
even given their names to the school authorities.

**The failures**  In June the teacher fails six children. She is disobeying the law of 24
December 1957, which asks teachers to bring them through the two years of the first
cycle.

But our young Miss does not accept orders from the sovereign people. She fails them
and then leaves for the beach.

**Shooting into a bush**  To fail someone is like shooting into a bush. Perhaps you get a
boy, perhaps a hare. We'll find out in time.

You don't know what you have done until the following October. Has he gone off to
work or will he repeat the year? If he repeats, will he get anything out of it? Will he
gain some solid ground for going on with his studies, or will he just grow older badly
in courses not made for him?

**Second year**  In the following October the teacher of the seven to eight year olds again
finds thirty-two children in her classroom." She sees twenty-six familiar faces and
feels at home again among her own, whom she has come to love.

A bit later she spots the six new students. Five are repeating the year. One of these has
already repeated it twice; he is almost nine years old.

The sixth new face is Pierino," the doctor's son.

Pierino  The doctor's chromosomes are powerful. Pierino could write when he was only
five. He has no need for a first year. He enters the second at age six. And he can speak
like a printed book.

He, too, is already branded, but with the mark of the chosen race.

**Bitter bread**  Of the six failed children, four repeat the first year. They are not lost to
the school but they are lost to their schoolmates.
Perhaps the teacher is not over concerned about them because she knows they are safely tucked away next door in another teacher's class. Perhaps she has already forgotten them.

For her, one boy - out of thirty-two - is just a fraction. But for the boy a teacher is much more. He had only one teacher, and she threw him out.

Two of the missing never came back to school. They are at work in the fields. In everything we eat now there is a bit of their illiterate sweat.

The mothers Six mothers have already learned what kind of a place your school is. Four have seen their children uprooted from their classes and from their friends. Exiled to grow up among younger and ever younger schoolmates.

Two of them have seen their children cut off for ever.

Mothers are no saints. They do not see beyond their own threshold. That is a great defect. But their children live on the same side of the threshold. They are people mothers can never forget.

Priests and whores Teachers, on the other hand, can always find excuses for forgetting. They are only part-time mothers. The missing child has the defect of not being there. At his old desk there ought to be a cross or a coffin, as a reminder.

Instead, a new student sits there. Another watched little character like him. And the teacher is already growing fond of the new one.

Teachers are like priests and whores. They have to fall in love in a hurry with anybody who comes their way. Afterwards there is no time to cry. The world is an immense family, There are so many others to serve.

It is a fine thing to be able to see beyond one's own threshold. But we have to be sure that we ourselves haven's chased a child away from it.

Only a fraction of equality At the end of the five elementary years, eleven children have already disappeared from the school, and it is their teachers' fault.

'Schools are open to all. All citizens have a right to eight years' of school. All citizens are equal.' But what about those eleven?
Two of them are equal to nothing at all. To sign their name they make a cross. One of them has one-eighth equality. He can sign his name. The others have two-, three-, four- or five-eighths of equality. They read after a fashion but cannot understand a newspaper.

**Family allowances** Not one of them is the son of well to do parents. The thing is so clear-cut that we can only smile.

Only recently have farm families begun to receive subsidies. “Fifty-four lire per day for each child. Workers receive 187 lire per day.”

It isn't the teacher who writes the laws. But she knows they are there. Every time she fails the poor she leads them into temptation to leave. Not so for the rich.

**Peasants** This temptation to leave and go to work weighs on the children of both poor farmers and poor laborers. It can hit them at different ages. Those eleven boys who went to work during the five elementary years ranged in age from seven to fourteen.

They were mostly peasants or, in any case, children living in isolated communities where even the smallest can be given something to do.

**Men before their time** The government has erased its memory of these children. They are no longer registered as students but are not yet registered as workers.

Still, they are working, and by putting the following two laws side by side, we can really see what's happening even if it isn't acknowledged.

The law of 20 January 1961, ‘On the Protection of Child Labor’ forbids working before the age of fifteen. It does not apply to farm labor. Of course. This lower class has no children.

We are men before our time.

Yet article 205 of the unified text INAIL (*State Agency for Worker’s Insurance*) provides farm laborers with accident compensation from the age of twelve. This proves that it's known that we work at that age.

**Mystery** A glance at the pyramid (Figure I) gives some credit to the elementary teacher, despite all the children that she loses. The pyramid begins to take shape only in the intermediate years.
The teacher of the first elementary year began with thirty-two students. In the fifth, she still has twenty-eight. She apparently lost only four.

Actually, she lost twenty. How she can lose twenty boys out of thirty-two and still have twenty-eight in class is something of mystery and deserves explanation.

**The lake** Try looking at a lake on any map. If seems to have such a lot of water, but in reality it has exactly the same amount as the stream that fed it. The flow of water has simply slowed down. It loses time while taking up much more space. Then at the outlet it begins to run again and we can see that it is the same stream it was before.

The elementary years are the lake. A boy who is regularly promoted takes up five desks. When he repeats years he occupies six, seven, and eight ... Pierino, that darling child, takes up only four desks.

When you stop failing pupils, you will in the same stroke solve the problem of crowded classrooms.

**Nomads** To the teacher, the Giannis, the habitual repeaters, are simply rubbish she has dumped into the laps of her colleagues. But what you do to others gets done to you. From the teacher next door you get just about the same amount of rubbish.

In all, for the five-year period the teacher has had forty-eight children in her care and handed on twenty-three of them. The twenty-nine Giannis passed through her class without leaving a trace. Of the thirty-one boys she was originally entrusted with only nineteen are left.

**It is forbidden to grow old** The damage done to the eighteen students stranded in the wrong classes becomes serious at the intermediate level. They have grown old. And that is forbidden.

As long as there were five years of compulsory schooling the situation was different. Six and five makes eleven. Before reaching the legal working age there was time for two or three years of repeating courses.

But today six plus eight equals fourteen. And a working permit can be obtained at fifteen.
**No time for failing** At first glance it would appear that there is still time for one failure. But we need a second glance at the month of birth of these first-year children. The oldest boy in the group was born in January. He is six years and nine months old.

When you have checked them all you realize that three-quarters of the children are really older than six when they enter the first year. So they do not have time to fail even once.

**The Will to Fail** When a teacher becomes a victim of the Will to Fail she could let off steam on the children of the rich.

I would like to make a deal with the parents: ‘Pierino is so young; he'll have to face so many choices before he is really mature. What do you say, Doctor, shall we keep him back for a year?’

**The immature** But the teacher has a different opinion. Pierino is always promoted. Its’ strange. Pierino, who is so young! The psychologists will tell you that he ought to be in trouble. It must be the power of those chromosomes.

Pierino, at nine, finds himself in the class for ten to eleven year olds. He has spent all his time among more mature schoolmates. He has not grown more mature but has been trained in the skill of facing adults. He knows how to be at his ease with you.

Gianni, instead, has always been in school with younger children. He plays the bully sometimes, but when he faces an adult he is tongue-tied.

**First intermediate year** In the first intermediate year there are twenty-two children. For the teacher they are all new faces. She knows nothing of the eleven who were lost. She is truly convinced that no one is missing.

At times she allows herself to grumble: 'Now that everybody comes to school it's impossible to teach. We get quite illiterate students.'

She has studied so much Latin, but she has never seen a statistical table.

**The placard** It wouldn't make a difference anyway. She would also have to study the ages of the students on her class list. Her students' childish faces and delicate bodies can be deceiving.

At the Registry of Births they don't bother to look at the faces.
Whoever is old enough can have a work permit. He can run from your class at any moment.

Every one of these children ought to carry a big placard: 'I am 13. Do not fail me.'

_Slaughter of the oldest_ But no one carries a placard. And the instructors look at the marks in their register books, not at the birth dates.

Some of them may act in good faith. Some may even want to save the older students. Then, facing a pupil's paper full of mistakes, they forget all their good intentions.

The facts show that the oldest are always the ones who fail. Those who have a job within easy reach.

But those children who are in step will go on being promoted. They had no reason to fail in previous years. They have none this year.

Not all of their houses are like Pierino's, obviously, but neither are they so very different.

The class gets mown down in this fashion:

_Slaughter of the poor_ By failing the oldest of the children the teachers manage at the same time to hit the poorest.

We have made a survey of the professions of the fathers of those children who grow old in the elementary schools. The results can he seen in Figure 5.

_To bring home a pay packet_ Gianni has already reached age fourteen and will have to repeat the first intermediate year. At this point, to continue becomes an absurdity. Even if he is passed each time from now on he will finish the intermediate school at seventeen.

Boredom in school is at its peak. Work is easy to find. In a few months it will even be legal.

Gianni is well aware that going to work is not all that great, but he does feel like bringing home a pay packet. He is fed up with being scolded for every penny he spends.
And his parents themselves make their protests with less and less force. To do otherwise, both they and the boy would have to have a very rare ability to persevere - a self-created passion for learning, strong enough to overcome every failure.

A helping hand from you could make the difference. You did stretch out a hand - but to topple him once and for all.

*The vegetable man* Perhaps that wasn't your intention. The teacher who stuck you with a student too old for your class is certainly guilty as well. The world may also be guilty and, for that matter, so may Gianni himself be guilty.

But when you see a little boy behind the counter of a vegetable stand, I would hate to be in your shoes knowing that I was the one who had failed him.

It only you were able to say, 'Why don't you come back to school? I've passed you, just so that you can come back. Without you, school somehow has lost its flavor.'

*Second intermediate school* By the second year of the intermediate school, the average age of the students is lower, since the oldest are missing. The distance between Pierino and the others grows less.

It can be said that the classes grow older all through the elementary years because of the boys who are repeating years. Then in the intermediate school they become younger again because the oldest have dropped out to go to work.

*The role of the homes* The social structure of the school will change, too.

We have here a study made by friends of ours in a nearby township. They have subdivided the failures of the first and second intermediate years into social *classes*. The results are shown in Figure 6.

*When a test gets a 4* When the instructors saw this graph they called it an insult to their fairness as impartial judges.

The fiercest of them all protested that she had never sought out or received any information about the students' families: ‘When a test is worth a 4, I will mark it with a 4.’ She could not understand, poor soul, that this is exactly the charge against her.

*Nothing is more unjust than to share equally among unequals.*
Who is the she talking about? Whether it's a matter of the age or the social status of the students, the teacher starts breathing freely when they reach the second intermediate year. She can cover the rest of the course quite easily now.

She looks forward to June. Then she will get rid of her last four thorns and will get rid of her last four thorns and will finally have a group worthy of her.

‘When they came into the first intermediate class they were truly illiterate. But now, ah, their papers are all correct.’

Who is she talking about? Where are the boys she received in the first form? The only ones left are those who could write correctly to begin with; they could probably write just as well in the third elementary year. The ones who learned to write at home.

The illiterate she had in the first year are just as illiterate now. She has simply dumped than out of sight.

Compulsory And she knows it well. So well that in the third intermediate year she fails only a few. Seven failures in first, four in second and only one in the third. Just the opposite of what she ought to do.

In the compulsory school system the compulsoriness ought to carry all the students through to the third intermediate year. Then at a final examination the teacher could release her selective instincts.

We wouldn't say a word about that. If a boy has not learned to write by then she would do well to fail him.

Summary Figure 7 gives a summary of the class we have been following throughout the eight compulsory years of schooling.

This class has lost forty children. Sixteen went to work before they had completed their compulsory years of school. Twenty-four are repeaters. Altogether, fifty-six children have passed through this class. By the third year of the intermediate school we find only eleven out of the thirty-two original students entrusted to the teacher of the first elementary class.

Father's profession At this point we need a survey of the occupations of the fathers of the children who receive their intermediate diploma. The ISTAT has not made one.
How could ISTAT think that a compulsory school system would make social distinctions?

But ISTAT has made a study of the occupations of the fathers of students with upper-school diplomas. The result can be seen in Figure 8.

These are the students who have had twelve or thirteen years of your kind of school. Eight of those years are compulsory.

*It’s not only money* Some of the children may have left school for lack of money, which is not your fault. But there are some workers who will support their children through ten or eleven years of schooling just to get them through the third intermediate year.

They have spent every bit as much money as Pierino's daddy, but Pierino by the age of their children has already received his upper-school diploma.

*Born Different?*

*The stupid and the lazy* You tell us that you fail only the stupid and the lazy.

Then you claim that God causes the stupid and the lazy to be born in the houses of the poor. But God would never spite the poor in this way. More likely, the spiteful one is you.

*Defense of the race* It was a Fascist who defended the theory of 'differences by birth' at the Constituent Assembly: ‘The Honorable Mastroianni, referring to the word "compulsory", points out that certain children have at organic inadequacy at attend schools.’

And a principal of an intermediate school has written: ‘The Constitution cannot, unfortunately, guarantee to all children the same mental development or the same scholastic aptitude.’ But he will never admit it about his own child. Will he fail to make him finish the intermediate school? Will he send him out to dig in the fields? I have been told that in the China of Mao such things are happening. But is it true?

Even the rich have difficult offspring. But they push them ahead.
Other's children  Children born to others do appear stupid at times. Never our own. When we live close to them we realize that they are not stupid. Nor are they lazy. Or, at least, we feel that it might be a question of time, that they may snap out of it, that we must find a remedy.

Then, it is more honest at say that all children are born equal; if, later they are not equal, it is our fault and we have to find the remedy.

Removing of obstacles  This is exactly what the Constitution says, in reference to Gianni:

All citizens are equal before the law, without distinction as to race, language or personal and social conditions.

It is the duty of the Republic to remove the obstacles created by economic and social conditions which, limiting the freedom and equality of citizens, prevent the full development of the human personality and the full participation of all workers in the political, economic and social organization of the country (Article 3).

It Was Up to You

Unloader of barrels  One of your colleagues (a sweet young bride who managed to fail ten out of twenty-eight children in the intermediate class - both she and her husband Communists, and quite militant) used this argument with us: 'I did not chase them away, I just failed them. If their parents don't see to it that they return, that's their worry.'

Gianni's father  But Gianni’s father went to work as a blacksmith at age twelve and did not even finish the fourth year level of schooling.

When he was nineteen he joined the Partisans. He did not quite grasp what he was doing. But he understood far better than any of you. He was looking forward to a world with more justice, where Gianni at least could be equal to all Gianni, who was not even born.

This is the way Article 3 sound in his ears: ‘It is me duty of Mrs Spadolini [a teacher] to remove all obstacles. ...’
And he pays you, too - quite well. He gets 300 lire per hour, and out of it he pays you 4,300.

He'd be willing to give you even more if you would work a respectable number of hours. He works 2,150 hours a year, while you work 522 - (I don't count the examination hours; they are not teaching hours)."

Substitution  But Gianni's father cannot by himself remove the obstacles that weigh him down. He has no idea how to discipline a boy going through the intermediate years: how long the boy should sit at his desk, or whether it is good for him to have some distractions. Is it true that studying causes headaches and that his eyes ‘begin to trill’, as Gianni says?

If Gianni's father knew how to manage everything by himself, he would not have to send Gianni to you for schooling. If is up to you to supply Gianni with both education and training. They are two faces of the same problem.

If you lead him forward, Gianni will be able to work with you in a different way and still be a more competent father tomorrow. But for today, Gianni's father is what he is. What he was allowed by the rich to be.

Coaching  That poor man - if he knew what was going on I would pick up his weapon and be a Partisan again. There are teachers who coach for money in their free time. So, instead of removing the obstacles they work to deepen the differences among students.

In the morning - during regular school hours - we pay them to give the same schooling to all. Later on in the day they get money from richer people to school their young gentlemen differently. Then, in June, at our expense, they preside at the trial and judge the differences.

The little civil servant  If some little civil servant did his paper work quickly and well at home, for a good price, but at his desk did the same job slowly and badly, you would have him locked up.

Consider further that should he whisper to clients, 'In this office your documents will be given to you late and all messed up. Let me suggest that you find someone who can do them better at home for a little extra'- he would be locked up.
But no one locks up that teacher whom I heard say to a mother: ‘The boy's not going to make it on his own. Get him a tutor.' That's what he said, word for word. I have witnesses. I could bring him to court.

To court? To see a judge whose wife herself makes a bit extra by coaching? Anyway, the Italian Penal Code, for some reason, does not list such a crime.

Onions You are all in perfect agreement. You want us crushed. Go ahead, do it, but at least don't pretend to be honest. Big deal, to be honest when the Code is written by you and cut to your measurements.

An old friend of mine stole forty onions from a vegetable garden. He got thirteen months in jail, no clemency. The judge of course does not steal onions. Too much trouble. He asks the maid to buy them for him. The cash to pay for both the onions and the maid is made by his wife, with her coaching.

Priests are more honest Some parochial schools make a fairer showing. Although they play their part in the class struggle, at least they don't try to hide it. At the school of the Barnabiti Order in Florence, the tuition for a weekly boarder is 40,000 lire a month. At the school of the Scalopi Order it is 36,000.

Morning and night they serve the same master. They don't try to serve two masters, as you do.

Freedom The other obstacle that you make no effort to remove is the sway of fashion.

One day Gianni told us, while talking about TV, ‘They keep feeding us this junk. If they led us a school instead, that's where we would go.'

He used the impersonal 'they', meaning the society around him, the world, that someone, not clearly defined in his mind, who guides the choices of the poor.

We called him all sorts of names. 'But you've had two schools already and you left both.' Just between us, though, did he really have a free choice?

In town, all kinds of fads press down on him, never anything worth while. When a boy doesn't follow the fads, he's 'out'. Or he needs the kind of courage that Gianni doesn't have - so young, so untaught and with nobody to help him. No help from his father, who falls into the same pattern. None from the parish priest who sells games at the counter of the ACLI (Asaociazione Cattolica dei Lavmatori Italiani). None from the
Communists, who offer games at the 'Casa del Popolo' [People’s Meeting House]. They all compete to drag him down deeper and deeper and deeper.

As if our natural desires in themselves didn't give us enough trouble.

**Fashions** A fashionable theory holds that the years from twelve to twenty-one are for playing at sports and playing at sex, and for hating studies.

The years from twelve to fifteen are the best ones for mastering the language. And ages fifteen to twenty-one are the best for putting the language to use at union or political meetings. But these facts have been concealed from Gianni.

It has been hidden from him, too, that there is no time to lose. At fifteen it's good-bye to school. At twenty-one personal problems close in: engagement, marriage children, making a living. He will have no time then for meetings, will be afraid to expose himself and won't be able to give fully of himself outside his home.

**The defenses of the poor** Only you teachers could have built a defense for the poor against the rule of fashion. The government pays you 800 thousand million lire a year to do so.

But you are such paltry educators, offering 185 days of holiday against 180 of school. And four hours at school against twelve hours out. An idiot of a principal who walks into a class to announce ‘The education officer has granted a new holiday on the third of November,’ hears a shout of joy and allows himself a smug smile.

**You have presented the school as a nuisance; how are the children supposed to love it?**

**Let’s all embrace each other** In the town of Borgo the principal has granted the use of a classroom as a dance hall for the boys and girls of the third intermediate year. T’ e Salesiani Order at their parochial school, not to be outdone, organize a masked parade. A teacher I know parades about with the *Sports Gazette* sticking out of his pocket.

These are men full of understanding for the 'needs' of the young. In any case, it's so easy to take the world as it comes. A teacher with the *Sports Gazette* sticking out of his pocket gets along very well with a laborer-father who also has the *Sports Gazette* in his pocket, while they talk about a son who carrier a ball under his arm or a daughter who spends hours at the hair-dresser.
Then the teacher puts a little mark in the mark book and the laborer’s children have to go to work before they have learned to read. But the teacher's children - they will go on with their studies to the last, even if they 'don't feel like it' or 'don't understand a thing'.

**Selection Is Useful to Some**

*Fate or plan?* Here someone will start blaming it all on fate. To read history as keyed to fate is so restful.

To read it as keyed to politics is more disturbing: fashions then turn him into a well-calculated scheme to assure that the Giannis are left our. The apolitical teacher becomes one of the 411,000 useful idiots armed by their boss with a mark book and report cards. Reserve troops charged with stopping 1,031,000 Giannis a year, just in case the sway of fashion is not sufficient to divert them.

One million, thirty-one thousand children *respinti* each year. *Respinti* is a technical word used in your so-called school. But it is also a word used in military science. *Respinti* before reaching the age for conscription. It is not by chance that exams are a Prussian invention.

**Taxation** The curious thing is that the salaries that go towards throwing us out are paid by us, the rejected.

That man is poor who consumes all of his earnings. Rich is the man who consumes only a fraction. In Italy, for no clear reason, consumer goods are taxed to the last penny. But the income tax is a real joke.

I have been told that the economics textbooks call this system of taxation 'painless'. Painless means that the rich manage to have the poor pay the taxes without the poor noticing it.

At the universities such problems are often aired. But there are only gentlemen there. In the lower schools these discussions are forbidden. To speak of politics in school is not nice. The boss doesn't like it.

*Who profits?* Let's try to see who profits from schools kept to a minimum number of hours.
Seven hundred and twenty hours per year means about two hours of school per day averaged out over the year. But a boy stays awake another fourteen hours. In well-to-do families these are fourteen hours of cultural improvement.

But to the peasants they are fourteen hours of loneliness and silence, good only for deepening their shyness. To the sons of workers they are fourteen hours at the school of the hidden persuaders.

Summer holidays, in particular, seem virtually designed for the benefit of the rich. Their children go abroad and learn even more than they do in winter. But by the first day of school the poor have forgotten even the little they knew in June. If they have to take any make-up exams they can't afford a tutor to prepare for them. Usually they give up and just don't take the exam. Peasant boys help on the farm during the heavy summer months in order to pay for their keep.

**Straight talk** At the time of Giolitti everything was spelled out: 'A convention of important men of property at Caltogirone suggested an amendment to abolish all primary education, so that peasants and miners will not absorb new ideas while learning to read.'

Ferdinando Marrini was just as frank. Lamenting that the intermediate schools had been made available to the lower classes, he said, 'It is for this reason that the members of the elite classes had to intensify their efforts or face losing all political and economic advantage.'

**The Fascists** And during the Fascist regime the laws were quite explicit: ‘Schools of urban or large rural centers will normally have a lower and an upper-elementary school (five years). But those located in smaller rural areas will have, as a rule, only a lower school (three years).’

Later, at the Constituent Assembly, it was again the Fascists who recommended lowering the school-leaving age to thirteen.

**Poor Pierino** But they were all alone. The other politicians have learned that one has to speak more subtly these days.

When the assembly was debating the new intermediate school, it was forbidden to speak against the poor. Nothing was left but to weep over 'poor Pierino' and the extinction of Latin.
A member of the Christian-Democratic party made the most moving speech: ‘Why, indeed, should we punish the most gifted children, confining them in a school where they have to clip their wings, adjusting their flight to that of the slower children.’

The Master

**Does he exist?** We may seem to be implying the existence of some master who manipulates you. Someone who has cut the schools to measure.

Does he really exist? Is there a handful of men gathered around a table, holding all the strings in their hands: banks, business, political machines, the press, fashions?

We don't know. If we claim this, we feel our book takes on a certain mystery-story tone. If we don't, we seem to play the simpleton. It is like arguing that so many little gears have fallen into place by chance. Out sprang an armored car able to make war all by itself, with no driver.

**Pierino's home** Perhaps the life story of 'Pierino' can give us a key. So, let us try to take a loving look at his family.

The doctor and his wife are up there on top of things. They read, they travel, they see friends, they play with their child, they take him to keep close track of him and they even do it well. Their house is full of books and culture. At five I had mastered the shovel; Pierino, the pencil.

One evening, as if the decision has been brought about by the facts themselves, they say half-jokingly. 'Why place him in the first grade? Let's put him straight into the second.' They send him to take the test without giving it another thought. If he fails, who cares?

But he does not fail. He gets all 9s. Serene joy fills the family, just as it would have mine.

**Rain on wet soil** the one odd note in all this is that the young couple find a law cooked up just for them. The law forbids a five-year-old child to enter the first year class, but allows a six-year-old child to enter the second.

Is it a stupid law, or in fact altogether too shrewd?
Our young couple did not write the law. They hadn't even been aware of it before. But then, who did write it?

*A special case* As it began, so it continues, year after year. Pierino is always promoted and he hardly does any studying.

I fight my way through with clenched teeth, and I fail. He also manages to have time for sports, meetings of the Azizone Cattolica, or the Giovane Italia or the F. G. Comunista as well as time for his puberty crisis, his year of the blues and his year of rebellion.

He is less mature at eighteen than I was at twelve. But he keeps going ahead. He will graduate with full honors. He will become a graduate student at no pay.

Working gratis Yes, gratis. Who would believe it; graduate students work without salary.

Here we come up against another strange law. It has glorious legal precedents. The Statute of Carlo Alberto declared, ‘The functions of an MP or deputy do not call for any compensation or emolument.’

This is not a romantic disregard for material interests; it is a refined system for keeping out the inferior classes without saying it to their face.

Class struggle when carried on by gentlemen is gentlemanly. It offends neither the priests nor the intellectuals reading their *Espresso* (*a well-known weekly newspaper considered left of center, and widely read by the intellectuals*).

*Peirino’s mamma* Pierino, then, will become a professor. He will find a wife much like himself. They will produce another Pierino. More of a Pierino than ever.

Thirty thousand such stories every year.

If we consider Pierino's mother in herself, she is no wild beast She is just a bit selfish. She has simply shut her-eyes to the existence of other children, though she has not kept Pierino from meeting other Pierinos. She and her husband are surrounded by other intellectuals. Clearly, they don't want to change.
As to the thirty-one mothers of Pierino's schoolmates, either they don't have time or they don't know any better. They hold jobs, which pay so little that to make ends meet they have to work from childhood to old age and from dawn to night.

But she was able to go to school until she was twenty-four. Besides, she was helped at home by one of those thirty-one other mothers - the mother of some Gianni who neglected her own son while doing the housework for Pierino's mother.

All the free time she gets to pursue her interests - is it a gift from the poor or is it a theft by the rich? Why doesn't she share it?

*The lion's share* To conclude the subject of Pierino's mamma, she is neither a beast nor is she an innocent. If we add up thousands of small selfish attitudes like hers, we get the total selfishness of a whole class, claiming for itself the lion's share.

It is a class that has not hesitated to unleash Fascism, racialism, war, unemployment. If it became necessary to 'change everything so that nothing would change:' it would not hesitate to embrace Communism.

No one can know the precise mechanism - but when every law seems cut to measure in order to serve Pierino and screw us, we have difficulty believing in chance.

**Selection Has Reached Its Goal**

*At the university* 'Daddy's boys' constitute 86.5 per cent of the university student body; laborers' sons, 13.5 per cent. Of those who get a degree, 91.9 per cent are young gentlemen and 8.1 percent are from working-class families.

If the poor would band together at the university, they could make a significant mark. But, no. Instead, they are received like brothers by the rich and soon are rewarded with all their defects.

The final outcome: 100 per cent daddy's boys.

*In the political parties* The men who staff the various political parties, at every level, are solidly university graduates.
The proletarian parties are no different on this issue. Workers' parties don't turn up their noses at daddy's boys. And the daddy's boys, conversely, don't turn up their noses at proletarian parties. As long as they themselves get the prominent positions.

Indeed, it is quite in with the rich to work 'with the poor'. That is, not so much 'with the poor', as leading the poor.

**The candidates** politicians prepare the shortlists of candidates They include the names of a few workers, as window dressing, in order to save face. But later on they see to it that university graduates get preference: “Leave it to people who know their way around. A worker would feel lost wandering in the legislature. Anyway, Dr X is one of us.”

**The Legislature** To conclude, the men elected to make the new laws are the same ones who were quite pissed with the old laws. They are the only ones who have never personally lived through the things that ought to be changed, the only ones who should not be working in politics.

University graduates make up 77 per cent of Parliament They are supposed to represent the voters. But voters with university degrees make up 1.8 per cent of the population. Workers and union members in parliament - 8.4 per cent. Among the voters - 51.1 per cent. Peasants in parliament – 0.1 per cent. Among the voters –28.1 per cent.

**Black Power** Stokely Carmichael has been in jail twenty-seven times." He declared at his last trial, ‘There isn't a white man I can trust.’

When a young white who had given his entire life to the cause of the blacks cried, 'Not a single one, Stokley? Carmichael turned to the public, stared at his friend and repeated, 'No, not a single one.'

If the young white man took offence at what Carmichael said, then Carmichael is right. If he is truly with the blacks the young the young white must swallow it, draw aside and keep on loving. Perhaps Carmichael was waiting for just this moment.

Newspapers of the left and the center have always applauded any publication on the school of Barbiana. After this book, they may join with the right and start hating us. Then it will be clear that that is a party bigger than all other parties: the party of Italian College Graduates, ‘Partito Italiano Laureati.’
For Whose Sake Are You Teaching?

**Good faith** The good faith of teachers is a different matter entirely.

You teachers are paid by the government. You have the children right there in front of you. You have studied your history. You teach it. You should be able to see more clearly.

Of course, you see only selected children. And you got your culture from books. And the books were written by men in the Establishment. They are the only ones who can write. But you should have been able to read between the lines. How can you possibly say you are acting in good faith?

**The Nazis** I try to understand you. You look so civilized. Not a hint of the criminal in you. Perhaps, though, something of the Nazi criminal. That super honest, loyal citizen who checked the number of soap boxes. He would take great care not to make mistakes in figures (four, less than four), but he does not question whether the soap is made from human fat.

**Even more timid than I** For whose sake are you doing it? What do you gain by making school hateful and by throwing the Giannis out into the streets?

I can show you that you are more timid than I ever was. Are afraid of Pierino's parents? Or afraid of your colleague, in the upper schools? Or the education officer?

If you at so worried about your career there is a solution: cheat a little bit on your pupils' tests by correcting a few mistakes while you are walking up and down between the desks.

**For the good name of the school** Or perhaps you don't fear something so obvious and so simple. Perhaps you fear your own conscience instead. Then your conscience is built wrong.

'I would consider promotion of this child injurious to the good name of the school,' wrote a principal in his report. But who is the school? We are the school. To serve it is to serve us.
For the good of the child  ‘After all, it's for the child's own good. We must not forget that these pupils stand at the threshold of the high school!’ pompously cried the headmaster of a little country school.

It was immediately clear that only three of the thirty children in the class would go on to the upper years: Maria, the daughter of the dry-goods merchant; Anna, the teacher's daughter; and Pierino, of course. But even if more of the children went on, what difference would it make?

That headmaster has forgotten to change the record on his record player. He hasn't yet noticed the growth of the school population. A living reality of 680,000 children in the first year. Most of them poor. The rich, a minority.

It's not a question of a classless school, as he calls it. His is a one-class school, at the service of those who have the money to push ahead.

For Justice ‘To pass a bad student is unfair to the good ones,’ said a sweet little teaching soul.

Why not call Pierino aside to say to him, as Our Lord said in the parable about the vine trimmers: ‘I am passing you, because you have learned. You are twice blessed: you pass, and also you have learned. I am going to pass Gianni to encourage him but he has the misfortune not to have learned.’

For Society Another teacher is convinced that she has a responsibility towards Society ‘Today I pass him into the fourteen year olds class, and tomorrow he turns up as an MD. !’

Equality Career, culture, family, the good name of the school: you are using tiny sets of scales for grading your pupils. They really are petty. Too small to fill the life of a teacher.

Some among you have understood, but cannot find a way out. Always in fear of the sacred word. And yet, there is no choice. Nothing but politics can fill the life of a man of today.

In Africa, in Asia, in Latin America, in southern Italy, in the hills, in the fields, even in the cities, millions of children are waiting to be made equal. Shy, like me; stupid, like Sandro; lazy, Like Gianni. The best of humanity.
The Reforms that we propose

1. Do not fail students.
2. Give a full-time school to children who seem stupid.
3. Give a purpose to the lazy.

1. Do Not Fail

*The turner* A turner at his lathe is not allowed to deliver only those pieces that happen to come out well. Otherwise he wouldn’t make the effort to have them all turn out well.

But you, you can get rid of the pieces that you don't like whenever you wish to. So you are happy taking care of those who are bound to be successful for reasons that lie outside the school.

*Lowest Common Denominator* This system is unlawful today.

The Constitution, in Article 34, has promised eight years of schooling to everybody. Eight years means eight different classes. Not four classes, each repeated twice. Otherwise Article 34 would be a poor word-play end unworthy of the Constituent Assembly.

Today, to reach the last year of the intermediate school is not a luxury. It is a cultural minimum, everyone's right.

The man who doesn't get it is not an Equal.

*Aptitudes* You can't hide any more behind the racalist theory of aptitude tests.

Every child has enough 'aptitude' to reach the third year of the intermediate school and to get by in all subjects.

It is so convenient to tell a boy, 'You are not cut out for this subject.' The boy will accept this; he is just as lazy as his teacher. But he knows that his teacher does not consider him an Equal.

It is not good policy to tell another child, ‘You are clearly cut out for this subject.’ When he has too much fondness for just one subject he should be forbidden to study it.
Call his case' specialized, or 'unbalanced'. There is so much time, later on, to lock oneself up in a specialized field.

**By piecework** If all of you knew that, by any means possible, you had to move every child ahead in every subject, you would sharpen up your wits to find a way for all of them to function well.

I'd have you paid by piecework. So much for each child who learns one subject. Or, even better, a fine for each child who does not learn a subject.

Then your eyes would always be on Gianni. You would search out in his inattentive stare the intelligence that God has put in him, as in all children. You would fight for the child who needs you most, neglecting the gifted one, as they do in any family. You would wake up at night thinking about him and would try to invent new ways to teach him - ways that would fit his needs. You would go to fetch him from home if he did not show up for class.

You would never give yourself any peace, for the school that lets the Giannis drop out is not fit to be called a school.

**You are the ones from Middle Ages** On extreme provocation at our school we even use the rod.

Now don't play squeamish. Forget all those pedagogical theories. It you need a whip I can give you one, but throw away that pen lying on top of your record book. That pen leaves its mark all through the year. The mark of a whip disappears by the next day.

Because of the nice ‘modern pen’ of yours, Gianni will never in his life be able to read a book. He can't write a decent letter. That is cruel punishment, way out of proportion.

**Mathematics** The maths teacher is the only one who might have some reason to complain if he can’t ever fail a pupil. The second – or third year – lessons are useless to someone who has not learned the material in first year.

But mathematics is just one subject among many. The three hours a week of maths that a boy can't master should not cause him to lose all the twenty-three other hours in which he could do well.

**Less is enough** We could start a discussion here on the question of mathematics, similar to the one the Assembly had on Latin.
How much maths does anyone have to know for his immediate needs at home and at work? Or in order to read the newspaper? In other words, just how much mathematics will a non-specialized man of culture remember?

The ordinary maths taught in the eight-year course, except for numerical expressions and algebra.

There is still the problem of making the word 'algebra' a meaningful part of the language. But that could be done in one lesson during the year.

### 2 Full-Time Teaching

**Repetitions** You are quite aware that two hours a week on each subject is not enough for every student to cover the whole course.

Up to now we have had a typical upper-class solution: the poor work through the year again. To the *petit bourgeois* you offer coaching (for money, after school hours) so that the lessons can be reviewed. For the upper-class boys it is all taken care of, since they are repeating what they already know. Pierino has had everything explained to him at home.

The *doposcuola* is a much better solution. A boy will repeat the work in the afternoon but will not lose the year, will not spend money, and will have you with him both in guilt and in struggle.

**Classless school** Let's take off the mask. As long as your school remains class-orientated and chases away the poor, the only serious way to break the system is by creating a *doposcuola* that chases away the rich.

People who get upset at our solution but were never shocked at all the failing and private coaching are simply not being honest.

Pierino was not born racially different. He became different because of his environment at home, *after school hours*. The *doposcuola* must create a comparable environment for the rest of the children while keeping alive their own culture.

**Environment** The words 'full time' frighten you. You feel it is difficult enough managing the children the few hours you do now. But the truth is that you have never tried.
So far you have run your class obsessed by the school bell, and with nightmares about the curriculum to be covered by June. You haven't been able to broaden the horizons, to answer the curiosity of your young people or to carry any argument to the very end.

The upshot is that you have done everything badly; you are always frustrated and so are the children. It is the frustration and not the hours of work that have tired you out.

One has to believe Offer a dopolcuola right through the elementary years and on Sunday, Christmas, Easter and throughout the summer holidays. How can anyone say that the children and their parents do not want something when it has never been offered to them?

A principal who merely sends faded copies of a circular a parents cannot say he has really tried to start a dopolcuola. The doposcuola has to be launched like any good product on the market. Before it can be made to work, one has to believe in it.

**Full-time Work and the Family**

*Celibacy* A full-time school assumes teacher's family obligations will not be a hindrance. A good example of a full-time school would be one run by a couple, husband and wife, in their home, open to everybody and with no fixed schedule.

Gandhi did it. He mingled his own children among the others, at the price of seeing them grow up different from himself. Could you do it?

The other solution is celibacy.

*Wife-machine occupation* Celibacy is not a word in fashion now.

The Church understood it, for the clergy, about a thousand years after the death of our Lord.

Gandhi understood it, for the sake of the school, when he was thirty-five years old (after twenty-two years of married life).

Once, Mao pointed out for the admiration of his comrades a worker who had castrated himself (the Italian 'Chinese' are embarrassed to mention it).
88,000 You will need another thousand years before adopting celibacy. But, meanwhile, you can do something: start praising celibacy and use well the unmarried teachers that you do have.

Of the 411,000 teachers in the school system, 88,000 are not married. Fifty-three thousand out of the 88,000 will never marry. Why not tell others and ourselves that this is not a misfortune but a blessing – they will be available for full-time teaching!

It is common to say now, I don't know with how much foundation, that unmarried teachers are less human. The day celibacy becomes a selfless choice, teachers might grow passionately fond of the school, might love the children and be loved by them. Above all, they would have the joy of running a school that succeeds.

**Full Time and Union Right**

*Great fights* We happened to read a teachers'-union newspaper: 'No!' it said. ‘No, to an increase in teaching hours! There were great battles to restrict the compulsory teaching timetable, and it would be an absurdity to go back.’

We felt taken aback. Strictly speaking, we can't say a word. Every worker fights to reduce his working hours and so he should.

*Unusual privileges* But your work is really indecent.

A laborer works 2,150 hours a year. Your colleagues in the civil service work 1,630 hours. You, from a maximum of 738 hours (elementary teachers) to a minimum of 468 (maths and foreign-language teachers).

Your explanation that you have to study and to correct papers at home is not valid. Even judges have to write out their verdicts and sentences. Then, too, you could always skip giving tests. Or if you do give them, you could correct them, together with the children, while they are being taken.

As for your preparations and studies, we all have to study. Laborers need to study more than you do. When they take an evening course they don’t ask to be paid.

To conclude, we repeat that your working hours are a peculiar privilege that the management has given to you for reasons of its own. It is no union victory.


**Nervous breakdown** In the same newspaper we read further that your teaching hours are 'enough to drain the psychophysical capacities of any normal human being'.

A worker stays by his stamping machine eight hours a day: in constant fear of losing his arm. You would not dare say this sort of thing in his presence.

There are thousands of teachers, in any case, we read further never too tired to coach paying students. Until you get rid of them, you are on the wrong side of the fence. It is had hard to see you as workers entitled to union rights.

**Strikes** For instance, the right to strike. It is a sacred right of every worker. But for a person with your kind of timetable to go on strike is disgusting.

Study sow more about Gandhi and you will discover other techniques equal in substance to the strike, but quite different in form.

A good solution for you would be to join the judges' union; you could go on strike just during those hours when your work is judges' work: exams, mark discussions, tests, reports.

If, instead, you stop working those few hours you are supposed to teach, then people will feel that you don't give a damn about us.

**Who Will Teach Full Time?**

School, with today's timetable, is a war against the poor. If the government can't impose longer hours of teaching, it should have nothing to do with schools.

This is a very serious conclusion. Up to now the State schools have been considered an improvement over the private. We might have to reconsider everything and put the school back in the hands of someone else. Someone with an idealistic urge to teach, and to teach to us.

**Watch your words** Let us keep our feet on the ground.

In the morning and during the winter, let the government run the schools. And continue to make than 'classless' (watch your word: the classism of the rich is called 'classlessness').
In the afternoon and during the summer someone else has to run them, and run them without class distinctions (watch your words again: a lack of class distinctions will be called 'classism' by the rich).

The town administrations A first solution is to confront the town administrations. Let them show whether their school politics is favorable to us. As for asphalt, new lights or playgrounds, even the Monarchists can provide them.

If the Provincial Administrative Board cuts down on the funds because ‘it is not within the jurisdiction of the town government’, the people of the town can argue that this law was made by the Fascists in 1931, and object to it on those grounds.

It is easy enough to put me blame on the prefect and do nothing.

The Communists It is possible that the town administrations won't budge. Even the Communists are timid when faced with class problems. Will they dare to antagonize the white-collar workers and the shopkeepers?

A big shot in the Party insisted that the schools must be the concern of the State 'when it is we who are in power. ...' Twenty years have gone by since the liberation. The Communists have not reached that power. We're waiting for the grass to grow, but meanwhile the cows are dying.

The priests Perhaps the priests could run the doposcuola. But many among them cannot love with the same uncompromising love of our Lord. They believe that the best way to instruct the rich is to suffer them.

The union members The unions are the only working-class organizations. Therefore, it is up to them to get the doposcuola started.

The union members refuse to listen for the moment. They say that in a modern democracy each public institution has its own function and should not trespass on the others' grounds.

They too, suffer, from a certain timidity.

Still, they complain about the indifference of today's youth to everything. They say it becomes harder every day to organize people to strike, to sign up new members, to find activists and full-time officers. In the meantime they let the young grow up in schools run by the management.
At least give it a try After they have beaten their heads against enough walls, the union rank and file may change their minds. But meanwhile they could at least start some local experiments.

The CGIL and the CISL (Federation of Italian Workers) could try it, jointly or in competition.

A school really costs very little: some chalk, a blackboard, a few secondhand books, four older boys to do the coaching, and every so often a free lecturer to talk of newer things.

Full Time and Subject Matter

Don Borghi (a priest, and a friend and collaborator of Don Milani) While we were writing this letter, Don Borghi paid us a visit. He made this criticism of us: ‘You seem so convinced that every boy must go to school and must have a full day of it. But then the boys will, turn out to be apolitical individualists, like all the other students around. Good soil for Fascism.’

‘As long as the teachers and the subjects they teach stay the same, the less school boys have, the better off they are. A workshop makes a better school.’

‘In order to change teachers and subject matter, we must do more than write this letter of yours. These problems must he solved at me political level.’

Better than nothing That's true. A Parliament that reflected the needs of all the people, and not the middle class alone, could settle both you and the school syllabus with a couple of penal laws.

But first, we have to get into Parliament. Whites will never make the laws needed by the blacks.

To get into Parliament, we have to master the language. For the time being, then, and for lack of something better, children will have a go to your kind of school.

Professional deformity In any case, not all teachers are as bad as Don Borghi thinks.
It may be that your deformity began while teaching at those schools. You did not favor the little gentlemen out of malice; it's just that there they were, right in front of you, for so long. Too many of them, and far too long.

You became attached to them, finally, and to their families, their world; the newspaper they read at home.

Whoever is fond of the comfortable and fortunate stays out of politics. He does not want anything to change.

*Tire pressure of the poor* But now things are changing. The school population keeps growing, in spite of you failing pupils.

With the masses of the poor exerting pressure, needing basic things, you cannot keep pushing a syllabus specially made for Pierino.

All the more so if you teach full time. The children of the poor will remake you and remake the syllabus.

To get to know the children of the poor and to love polities are one and the same things. You cannot love human beings who were marked by unjust laws and not work for better laws.
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**A Goal**

*Religious schools* At one time there were religious schools that really were religious. They had a goal and it was worth pursuing. But they did nothing for atheists.

Everyone looked forward to your great new secular solution. But you gave birth to a mouse: the school for personal profit.

The school with a religious goal is now extinct. The priests have asked to be integrated into the system, to give marks and diplomas like you. They, too, hold up their children the God Money.

*Communist schools* The Communists could propose a somewhat better school. And yet I myself would not care to be a teacher and have to trim my words. To see the
doubts growing in the children's eyes: is he saying what is true or simply what is expedient?

*Do we really have to pay this price for Equality?*

*An honest goal to be found* We are searching for a goal.

It must be an honest one. A great one. It must demand of a boy that he be nothing less then a human being - *that* would be acceptable both to believers and atheists.

I know this goal. My teacher-priest has been impressing it on me since I was eleven years old, and I thank God for it. I have saved so much time. Minute by minute. I know why I was studying.

*A final goal* The right goal is to give oneself to others.

In this century, how can you show your love if not through politics, the unions, and the schools? We are the sovereign people. The time for begging is gone; we must make choices – against class distinctions, against hunger, illiteracy, racialism and colonial wars.

*An immediate goal* This is the ultimate goal, which should be remembered from time to time. The immediate one, which must be remembered every minute, is to understand others and to make oneself understood.

The Italian language is not enough; it is not used very much around the world. Men need to love one another across national borders. For this we need to study many languages - living languages.

Language is made up of words from every subject matter. So we must touch all subjects, at least lightly, in order to enrich our vocabulary. We must become amateurs in everything and specialists only in the ability to speak.

*Classic or scientific* When the new intermediate school was being debated in Parliament, we, the mutes, kept silent because we were not there. The peasants of Italy were left out when a school for them was being planned.

Eternal discussions went on between two factions, seemingly opposed to each other, but in fact the same.
They were all graduates of the *liceo*, unable to see an inch beyond the school that had brought them to life. How could a young gentleman argue with his own shadow, spit on himself and on his own distorted culture while using the very words of that culture?

Parliament split into two factions. The right wing pushed Latin in the school system. The left pushed science. None of them remembered us, not one had seen the problem from inside, not one knew the struggle that your school put us through.

The men of the right were museum pieces. The Communists were laboratory mice. Both so distant from us, who cannot yet speak and who desperately need the language of today and not of yesterday - the language, not 'specialization'.

*Sovereigns* It is the language alone that makes men equal. That man is an equal who can express himself and can understand the words of others. Rich or poor, it makes no difference. But he must speak.

The Honorable Deputy believed that we were all burning with desire to sew up somebody's intestines or to put 'Doctor' on our letterheads. ‘The competent and deserving students, even the ones without personal names, have the right to follow their studies at the highest levels.’

Let us try to educate our children to a higher ambition. To become sovereigns. Forget about 'Doctor' or ‘Engineer’

*The social climbers* When we all have the power to speak, the social climbers can go on with their own studies. Let them go to the university, grab all the diplomas, make piles of money and fill all the specialists' jobs.

As long as they don't ask for a larger share of power, as they have up to now.

*Wither away* Poor Pierino, I almost feel sorry for you. You have paid dearly for your privileges. You are marked forever by your specialization, by your book and by contact with people all just like you. Why don't you quit?

Leave the university, your obligations, your political parties. Start teaching right away. Start teaching the language and nothing else.

Break a path for the poor, forgetting about yourself. Stop reading. Wither away. It is the final mission of your class.
Saving the soul  Don't try to save your old friends. If you go back to speak to them even once, you’ll remain forever just what you have always been.

Don't worry about the sciences. There will always be enough self-seekers in that field. They will even make discoveries useful to us. They will irrigate deserts, fetch veal chops out of the sea, conquer diseases.

What do you care? Do not condemn your soul or your love for the sake of things, which will keep moving forward anyhow on their own momentum.

Part 2

In the Magistrale
You also Fail, but …

England

The real test  When I passed my exams and left the intermediate school I went to England. I was fifteen. At first I worked with a farmer in Canterbury; later on, with a wine merchant in London.

In our school the experience of going abroad takes the place of your exams. But it is an exam and a school wrapped up in one. We test our culture by sifting it through life.

Our final exam is far more difficult than the one you give, but at least while taking it we don't lose time on dead things.

Suez  My exam went well. I came home alive and even brought back some cash. Best of all, I came back bursting with new experiences which I had understood and which I was able to retell.

The only member of the family who had ever gone abroad before was my Uncle Renato. He went to war, in Ethiopia. When I started to learn geography as a child, I asked him to tell me something about the Suez Canal. But he didn't know that he had passed through it.
**Pacifist**  You will never get me to go abroad like him, to start killing farmers. I went and lived in a farmer's house. There was a boy my age. A younger daughter, too. They have a barn, they grow potatoes, they toil away like us. Why should I kill them!

You are more alien to me than they are. But don't worry – I have been brought up as a pacifist.

**Cockney** In London they are worse off than on the farms. We worked below ground in the City,' unloading trucks. My co-workers were English, but they could not write a letter in English. They often asked Dick to write for them. Dick sometimes would ask advice from me; I who had learned my English from records. He, too, speaks only cockney (the dialect of the poor in London) like the rest of them.

Fifteen feet above our heads were the people who spoke the ‘Queen's English’.

Cockney is not very different but to speak it, is to be marked. The English don't fail students in their schools. They divert them towards schools of lower quality. In school, then, the poor perfect the art of speaking badly, while the rich keep polishing their language. They can tell from the way a man speaks whether he is rich and what kind of work his father does. Come the revolution, they can disembowel each other with ease.

**Against a wall** When I returned to Italy I had forgotten that I was timid.

To explain oneself at the borders of countries, to argue with the boss and with monarchists, to defend oneself from racialists and sums to save money, make decisions, eat strange food, wait for letters and swallow nostalgia: I felt I had tried and conquered everything

But one thing I had not lived through was the *magistrale*. Now I've tried it. It has been like banging my head against a wall.

**Either you or us** And yet, my schoolmates have broken through all over. Some of them are full-time union officials, and doing very well. Others are in various factories in Florence and nobody can intimidate them. They work in the unions, in politics and in the local administrations.

Even the two who went to the technical school have done well. They get promoted, like the Pierinos.
Our own culture bears up well wherever there is real life. In the *magistrale* (*four-year upper school, generally attended by prospective teachers*) it is useless.

Let’s examine for awhile what happened. It is either you or us. One of us is off the track.

**Daily timetable** I had to get up at five to go to Florence. By motor bike to Vicchio, from there by train. It is hard to study in a train: sleepiness, the crowds the noise.

I reached the front door of the school at eight and had to wait for the kids who had got up at seven. A four-hour handicap, every day.

**Early timetable** I was there on the first of October. But you weren't. We were told to come back on the sixth. The students of the 'Leonardo' School were told to report back on the thirteenth.

The responsibility for these delays is a mixture of saints and sloth. Even Saint Francis is used as a pretext for stealing still another day of school from the poor. After they have already done without school for the four summer months.

Just where the responsibility for this laziness lies I haven't yet worked out: within the schools themselves, or the school governors or the Ministry of Education. They are all made up of people who get paid on a thirteen-month basis (most government employees receive an extra month’s salary as a bonus)

When a worker clocks in five minutes late he loses half an hour's pay. If he does it often he can lose his job.

The railways are State-run, as you are, but they keep, on going. When we pass over a railway crossing we can be relaxed. The signalmen are at their posts. Summer and winter, day and night. If one of them fails even once, it will be spread over all the newspapers. He can’t bring in excuses about work classifications, or baby's tummy-ache. He goes to jail.

Why are you alone so special?

Perhaps the management finds it more urgent that trains should function than that the schools should. They know that their own children get taught right at home, but trains are a different question.
The boss's only concern is that you be ready to give out the diplomas in June.

**Suicidal Selection**

*Forgetful* In the first part of this letter we tried to show what great damage is done to the discarded children. In Florence I saw that Don Borghi was quite right. The worst damage of all is done to the select.

The child who gets promoted stays with the same class. He is more of a fixture than his teachers. He should be able to make friends with his schoolmates and to take an interest in how they turn out.

But there are too many of them. Within eight years forty schoolmates have been sliced away from him or have burned up like dry branches. At the end of the intermediate school another five have dropped out - even though they were promoted – and so that makes forty-five. Pierino never hears a thing about them or their problems.

*Snoopy* In the second year Pierino was one boy among many. By the fifth, be belongs to a more restricted group. Forty children out of the hundred he meets along the way have already become his 'inferiors'.

After leaving the intermediate school his 'inferiors' have multiplied to ninety-out of a hundred. After the upper-school diploma they are ninety-six. After his college degree, ninety-nine.

Every year he has seen higher marks put on his report card than on those of his disappearing schoolmates. The teachers who give those marks have engraved on his soul the impression that the other ninety-nine belong to-an inferior culture.

At this stage, it would be a miracle if his soul did not become crippled.

*The poor have a reward* His soul indeed is sick, because his teachers have lied to him. The culture of those other ninety-nine is not inferior; it is different.

True culture, which no man has yet possessed, would be made up of two elements: belonging to the masses and mastery of the language.

A school that is as selective as the kind we have described destroys culture. It deprives the poor of the means of expressing themselves. It deprives the rich of the knowledge of things as they are.
Unlucky Gianni, who can't express himself. Lucky Gianni, because he belongs to the whole world: brother to the whole of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Expert in the needs of most of humanity.

Lucky Pierino, because he can speak. Unlucky, because he speaks too much. He, who has nothing important to say. He, who repeats only things read in books written by others just like him. He, who is locked up in a refined little circle - cut off from history and geography.

The selective school is a sin against God and against men. But God has defended his poor. You want them to be mute, and so God has made you blind.

*Blind* Whoever does not believe us should go into town on the day of the *matricole* (first year university students) 'celebration'.

The gentlemen feel no shame about their privileged position, and so they put on a hat to make themselves conspicuous. Then for a whole day they perform their antics in the streets, like puppies. They play obscene jokes, they break laws, they disturb traffic and everyone's work. They take off a policeman's hat and decorate his head with an enema tube.

The policeman takes it all silently. He understands his master's wish. But when the workers strike - serious, and orderly, moved by a desperate need - that is called disorder.

The young gentlemen busy with their tricks don’t see that the policeman’s servility is an accusation against them.

Nor do they notice the glance of a worker passing by without a smile. They are even capable of stopping him to ask for alms.

*Kept men* Every worker gives alms every day, in taxes, even when he puts salt in his soup. The students are studying at his expense. But either they don't know it or they don't want to know it.

A student in the intermediate school costs the poor 298,000 lire a year. His father contributes 9,800 of that amount in school taxes. A university student costs the poor 368,000 lire per year. His father contributes 44,000 of that.
An M.D. has cost the poor, considering everything, 4,586,000 lire. The father has invested 244,000. Later, with that M.D. degree which was a gift from the poor, the doctor will charge than 1,500 lire for a fifteen-minute visit, will go on strike against the Mutua (the government’s medical insurance) and will oppose socialized medicine of the English type.

Potential Fascists Most of my schoolmates from Florence never read a newspaper. Those who do, read the paper of the Establishment. I asked one of them once if he knew who financed it. 'Nobody. It's independent.'

They don't care to know anything about politics. One of them did not even know the meaning of the word 'union'.

What they have heard about strikes is that they are a device for ruining production. They don't question the truth of this.

Three of them are out-and-out Fascists.

Twenty-eight apolitical plus three Fascists equals thirty-one Fascists.

Even blinder There are students and intellectuals of a somewhat different type they read everything and are militant left-wingers. Nevertheless, they can seem even blinder.

The most left-wing teacher I have heard was giving a talk to a meeting of teachers and parents. When it came to the doposcuola, he burst out with: ‘You don't seem to realize that I teach a good eighteen hours a week!’

The room was crowded with workers who get up at four in the morning to catch the 5.39 train and with farmers who work eighteen hours every day, all summer.

Nobody spoke or smiled. Fifty blank pairs of eyes were fixed on him in silence.

The Goal

Bitter fruit The fruit of a selective system is a bitter fruit that will never ripen. I soon realized that most of my schoolmates was going to the magistrale either by chance or because their parents had made the choice.
When I appeared at the front door of your school I was carrying a new brief case. It was a present from my young pupils. At the age of fifteen I had already earned my first compensation as a teacher.

I never told this either to you or to my schoolmates. That may have been a mistake on my part, but your school is not a place for speaking out. When somebody knows what he wants, and wants to do something worthwhile he is taken for an idiot.

**Stingy** None of my schoolmates spoke of teaching. One of them said: 'I want to work in a bank. At the *tecniche* they give too much maths, at the *liceo*, too much Latin, so I came here.'

The last census with data on the situation of these students is the one of 1961: 675,975 citizens have a diploma from the *magistrale* 60,000 are retired teachers; 201,000 were actively teaching that year; and 120,000 had applied to teach. There remain, then, about 300,000 citizens who could teach, but in fact do not (43 percent).

**Dissatisfied** Several of my schoolmates told me they would like to go on to the university, but without knowing in what field they wanted to specialize.

There were 22,266 graduates of the *magistrale* in 1963. The next year we find 13,370 of them applying to the university.

Thus, of every hundred who have the qualifications to teach, sixty are not planning to teach.

**Who can call himself a teacher?** One lone girl in my class seemed a cut above the others. She studied out of love of learning. She read good books and closed herself up in her room to listen to Bach.

This is the finest fruit that your kind of schooling can produce.

But I have been taught to find this fruit the most dangerous and tempting of all. Knowledge is only meant to be passed on. 'A man can call himself a teacher when he has no cultural interest just for his own sake.'

**A closed school** I know it must be discouraging for you to try to explain what a teacher is to the kind of boys you have in your classes. Still - is it the boys who have ruined you, or is it you who have ruined them?
Because of the increasing possibility to apply to the university after the *magistrale* instead of going into teaching, the training in the *magistrale* is becoming ever more generalized and vague.

To produce good teachers we need a self-contained school, one that is not a stepping-stone to other fields. The boy who wants to work in a bank should feel like an outsider in such a school. The boy from the farms who has chosen to become a teacher should feel at home.

*A necessary selection* Now we come up against a problem wholly different from that of the compulsory eight-year school. There, everyone has the sacred right to be made equal. In the *magistrale* it is strictly a question of qualifications.

These schools educate citizens specialized in serving others. They have to be reliable.

The teaching diploma should be hard to get. We don't want to be cut down later on. We should be treated the same as chemists, doctors and engineers.

*An eye on the goal* You do not fail a taxi driver if he doesn't know maths, or a doctor who doesn't know his poets.

Once you said to me in these precise words, 'You see, you don't know enough Latin. Why don't you go to a technical school?'

Are you sure that Latin is indispensable to the making of a good teacher? Have you given it any thought? All you do is keep your eye on the system as it is; but you never really evaluate it.

*The individual* If you had taken a real interest in me, enough to ask yourself where I came from, who I was, where I was heading, then your Latin would have gone out of focus.

But you might have found something else to object to in me. It frightens you to see a fifteen-year-old boy who knows what he wants. You sense the influence of his teacher.

Woe unto him who toys with the Individual! The Free Development of the Personality is your highest creed. The needs of society are no concern of yours at all.

I am a boy under the influence of my teacher and I am proud of it. He, too, is proud of it. What, if not this, is the essence of a school?
School is the one difference between men and animals. The teacher gives to a boy everything the teacher himself believes, loves and hopes for. The boy, growing up, will add something of his own, and this is the way humanity moves forward.

Animals don't go to school. In the Free Development of their Personality, swallows have built their nests in exactly the same way for millenniums.

The seminary I have been told that even in the seminary there are boys torturing themselves to find their vocation. If they had been told in elementary school that we all have the same vocation - to do good wherever we are - then they would not have to lose the best years of their lives worrying about themselves.

**School of Social Service** We could allow a bit more time for final choices by having two different types of schools.

One, for fourteen to eighteen year olds, could be called the 'School of Social Service'. It would be for anybody who has already decided to give his life to others. The same schooling could serve for priests, elementary school teachers, union workers and men in politics. One year might be added for specialization.

We could call all the other schools 'Schools of Ego Service', and they could continue to be the schools that we have now, without changing them.

**High aims** The School of Social Service could try to aim high and find pleasure in it. No marks, no mark book, no games, no holidays, no weakness about marriage or a career. All the students would be guided toward total dedication.

Along the way some might settle a bit lower. They might find girls and adjust themselves to loving a more limited family.

They will be much better off for having spent their best years preparing to serve an immense family - the family of man. They will make better fathers and mothers, full of ideals, ready to raise a child who in turn will go back to that same school.

Your School of Ego Service wants to prepare everyone for marriage. It is not much of a success even for those who marry. And when someone stays single, he becomes a bitter spinster-man.
**Unemployed teachers** We often hear complaints that there are too many teachers. That is not true. Teaching is the kind of profession that attracts many who really don't like it at all. Increase the hours of work and all of them will drop out.

A married female teacher makes as much money as her husband. Actually she spends no more time out of her home than a housewife. A perfect wife and mother. She stays home every time the child catches cold. Who wouldn't want a woman like that for a wife?

Then there are thousands of unfilled positions in the intermediate school. You fill them with anyone who has any higher degree at all or is studying for a degree (chemists, veterinary surgeons, pseudo-students).

You have refused to give those positions to elementary teachers with years of experience in the classroom.

**Caste system** The legislators now in power will never open the doors of the intermediate school to graduates of the *magistrale*.

On the contrary, some are proposing a university degree as a requirement for teaching even in the elementary schools. They say that pedagogy and psychology, as sciences, have to be studied at the university level.

When university graduates criticize the school and call it sick, they forget that they are products of it. They fed on this poison up to the age of twenty-five. They are unable to imagine that people with different backgrounds can also be worth something.

When they speak with the elementary teachers of their little children, they talk to them as to members of the family. They don't hide a thing; they work together.

But when they speak to a teacher in the intermediate school, they measure their words as if they were facing an enemy.

They don't want to admit it, but they do know the truth. The elementary teachers are good because they did not spend so much time in school. The teachers in the upper schools are what they are because they all have those degrees.

**The Culture Needed by All**
**Exodus** In the mountains we can't survive. In the fields there are too many of us. All the economists agree on that point.

And what if they didn't agree? Try and put yourself in my parents' shoes. You would not allow your son to be shunted aside. Therefore, you ought to welcome us in your midst – and not as a second-class citizens good only for unskilled work.

Every People has its own culture, and no people has less than the others. Our culture is a gift that we bring to you. A vital breath of air to relieve the dryness of your books written by men who have done nothing but read books.

**Agrarian culture** Glancing through the pages of a school textbook we see plants, animals, the seasons. It seems that only a peasant could have written it.

But no, the authors are products of your school. It's enough just to glance at the pictures: left-handed farmers, round shovels, hooked hoes, blacksmiths with tools used in Roman times, cherry trees with the leaves of plum trees.

My first-year teacher told me one day, 'Climb that tree and pick some cherries for me.' When my mother heard this, she said, 'Whoever gave her a teaching license?'

You gave her a teaching license but you deny me one, when I know all my trees, each by each.

I also know my *sormenti* (twigs, vines, shoots) I have pruned them, gathered them, used them to bake bread. In one of my papers you underlined 'sormenti' as a mistake. You insisted that the word is ‘*sarmenti*’ because it comes from Latin. Then you sneaked away to look up its meaning in the dictionary.

**All alone, like dogs** You know even less about men than we do. The lift serves as a good machine for ignoring the people in your building; the car, for ignoring people who travel in buses; the telephone, for avoiding seeing people's faces or entering their homes.

I don't know about you, but your students who know Cicero - how many families of living men do they know intimately? How many of their kitchens have they visited? How many of their sick have they sat with through the night? How many of their dead have they borne on their shoulders? How many can they trust when they are in distress?
If it hadn't been for the flood in Florence they wouldn't know how many people there are in the family that lives on the ground floor.

I was in a class for a year with these young people, but I have no idea what their families are like. And yet they never stop jabbering. Often they raise their voices to a pitch so high no one can possibly understand them. In any case, each one only wants to listen to himself.

**Human Culture** A thousand motors roar under your windows every day. You have no idea to whom they belong or where they are going.

But I can read the sounds of my valley for miles around. The sound of the motor in the distance is Nevio going to the station, a little late. If you like, I can tell you everything about hundreds of people, dozens of families and their relatives and personal ties.

Whenever you speak to a worker you manage to get it all wrong: your choice of words, your tone, your jokes. I can tell what a mountaineer is thinking even when he keeps silent, and I know what’s on his mind even when he talks about something else.

This is the sort of culture your poets should have given you. It is the culture of nine-tenths of the earth, but no one has yet managed to put it down in words or pictures or films.

Be a bit humble, at least. Your culture has gaps as wide as ours. Perhaps even wider. Certainly more damaging to a teacher in the elementary schools.

**The Culture that You Demand of Us**

**Latin** Your most important subject is one we shall never have to teach.

You even have us translate from Italian into Latin. But who can draw the exact line where Latin ends and Italian begins?

Somebody or other even wrote a Latin grammar for you. It is a major swindle. Because for every rule, one should know when and where it really originates.

Conformists accept the imposition of grammar and learn all the rules by heart. The one thing they care about is promotion. In turn, they will play the same rulebook game when they themselves are teachers.
You underlined the word 'portavit' (two verbs in Latin mean to carry. One is easy *porto*, the other difficult *jero*) in one paper of mine. According to you it is a crime to try to simplify anything when it can be made complicated. The curious fact is that Cicero often used 'porto.' 'He was a Roman and didn't even know it'

**Mathematics** The second subject badly taught in the *magistrale* is maths. To teach at the Elementary level it is enough to know elementary maths. The mathematics of the three intermediate years is merely an extra. In fact, in the *magistrale* course all maths could be eliminated. Instead, one should learn the best way to teach maths - which in itself is not maths, but has to do with the learning process or with pedagogy.

Some higher mathematics, as an aspect of our general culture, could be taught in two or three lectures given by a specialist who can explain in a few words what it is all about.

The problem will not essentially change even if teachers graduating from the *magistrale* also have to teach the intermediate years in the future.

In truth, a mathematics degree is not necessary for teaching maths at the intermediate level. That need was invented by the special caste of people who have children with university degrees. This way they pocket 20,478 quite desirable jobs: minimum work load (sixteen hours per week), and no need to keep on your toes. In such a job you can repeat year after year the same idiocies that any student in the third intermediate class already knows. It is a job that requires only fifteen minutes for correcting all your students' papers, because the answers are either right or wrong.

**Philosophy** Any philosopher studied out of a handbook becomes a bore. There are too many philosophers and they say too many things.

My philosophy teacher never took a stand for or against any them. I could not work out whether he liked them all or simply didn’t care.

If I have to choose between two teachers, one a nut on the subject and the other totally indifferent, I'll take the nut - the one who has a theory of his own, or prefers a particular philosopher. He is certain to talk only about that philosopher and to attack all the others, but he would make us read the original writings of that philosopher during all of our three years of school. We would come our knowing that philosophy can fill an entire life.
**Pedagogy** The way pedagogy is taught today, I would skip it altogether - although I'm not quite sure. Perhaps if we go deeper into it, we could decide whether or not it has something to say.

We might discover that it says one thing and one thing only. That each boy is different, each historical moment is different, and so is every moment different for each boy, each country, each environment, and each family.

Half a page from the textbook is all that is needed to explain this; the rest we can tear up and throw away. At the school of Barbiana not a day went by without its pedagogical problem. But we never called it by that name. For us, it always, had the name of a particular boy. Case after case, time after time.

I don't think there is a treatise written by any professor that can tell us anything about Gianni that we don't already know.

**The Gospels** Three years spent on bad translations of ancient poems (the *Iliad*, the *Odyssey* the *Aeneid*). Three years reading Dante. And not a minute spent on the Gospels.

Don't make the claim that the Gospels are strictly the concern of the clergy. Leaving aside the religious issue, the book remains a book to be read in every school and in every year.

In courses on literature the longest period should be given to studying the book that has left the deepest trace, the one, which has crossed all frontiers. The longest chapter in geography class should be Palestine in history, on the events that preceded, accompanied and followed the life of our Lord.

A special area of subject matter should be added to the syllabus: the reading of the Old Testament, a study of the synoptic Gospels, textual criticism, and related questions of linguistics and archaeology.

Why didn't you think of it? Can it be that the men who planned your school hold Jesus in distrust: too good a friend of the poor, too poor a friend of possessions?

**Religion** When the Gospels receive the place they deserve, then the teaching of religion will become a serious matter.
It will simply be a question of guiding the children through the interpretation of the texts. A priest could do it, preferably with an agnostic but serious teacher, one who knows the Gospels as well as the priest does.

While you search for these teachers the limitations of your own culture will float up to the surface. In Florence there are dozens of priests able to give instructions in the Bible at a high level. Men who can read the Greek text with ease and can understand enough of the Hebrew if the need arises.

Can you name a layman thoroughly prepared to face them in discussion? A product of your schools, that is, and not a man from the seminary.

I heard in a lecture given by one of those young intellectuals who have read every book on the face of the earth (except one): ‘Gide says if a grain of wheat does not fall to the earth and does nor die, it will not bear fruit.’

Now I don't know who this Mr. Gide might be, but the Gospels have been my study for years and I shall go on studying than all my life.

**The count**  Almost anything can be expected from people who have forgotten the Gospels. One can start questioning every thing you people teach. One begins to wonder who has made the choices after all.

The truth is that your school began having troubles from birth. Its date of birth was 1859. A king wanted to enlarge his family possessions. So he began preparations for a war. The first thing he did was to put a general at the head of the government. Next, he sent Parliament out for a holiday; finally he summoned a Count and had him write a law on State education.

That law, which was imposed by force of arms throughout Italy, is still the backbone of today's school.

**History**  History was the subject most damaged by this law. There are several different history surveys. I would like to get the figures on those most in use.

In general they are not history at all. They are narrow-minded, one-sided little tales passed down to the peasants by the conquerer. Italy right in the center of the world. The losers always bad, the winners all-good. There is talk only of kings, generals and stupid wars among nations. The sufferings and struggles of the workers are either ignored or stuck into a corner.
Woe unto the man disliked by generals and armament makers! In the best, most 'modern' book, Gandhi is disposed of in nine lines. Without a word on his thoughts, and even less on his methods.

**Civics** Civics is another subject that I know something about, but it does not come up in your schools.

Some teachers say, as an excuse, that it is taught by implication through other subjects. If this were true, it would be too good to believe. If that really is such a great way to teach something, then why don't they use it for all subjects, building a sound structure in which all the elements are blended together and yet can be extracted separately at any time?

Admit that in truth you have hardly any knowledge of civics. You have only a vague notion of what a mayor really is. You have never had dinner in the home of a worker. You don't know the terms of the pending issue on public transport. You only know that the traffic jams are upsetting your private life.

You have never studied these problems, because they scare you. As it also scares you to plunge into the deeper meanings of geography. Your textbook covers all the world but never mentions hunger, monopolies, political systems or racialism.

**Comments** One subject is totally missing from your syllabuses: the art of writing.

It is enough simply to see some of the comments you write at the top of your students' compositions. I have a choice collection of them, right here. They are all nothing more than assertions - never a means for improving the work.

‘Childish. Infantile. Shows immaturity. Poor. Trivial.’ What use can a boy make of this sort of thing! Perhaps he should send his grandfather to school; he's more mature.

Other comments: 'Meager contents. Poor conception. Pale ideas. No real participation in what you wrote.' The theme must have been wrong, then. It ought not to have been set.

Or: ‘Try to improve your form. Incorrect form. Cramped. Unclear. Not well constructed. Poor usage. Try to write more simply. Sentence structure all wrong. Your way of expressing yourself is not always felicitous. You must have better control of your means of expression.’ You are the one who should have taught all that. But you
don't even believe that writing can be taught; you don't believe there are any objective rules for the art of writing; you are still embalmed in your nineteenth-century individualism.

Then we also meet the creature touched by the hands of gods: ‘Spontaneous. Rich flow of ideas. Fitting up of your ideas, in harmony with a striking personality.’ Having gone that far, why not just add: ‘Blessed be the mother who gave you birth’?

**The genius** You returned one of my compositions with a very low grade and this comment: ‘Writers are born, not made.’ Meanwhile you receive a salary as a teacher of Italian.

The theory of the genius is a bourgeois invention. If was born from a compound of racialism and laziness.

It is also useful in politics. Rather than having to steer through the complex of existing parties, you find it easier to get hold of a de Gaulle, call him a genius and say that he is France.

This is the way you operate in your Italian class. Pierino has the gift. I do not. So let's all relax about it.

It doesn't matter whether or nor Pierino reflects on his writing. He will write more of those books that already surround him. Five hundred pages that could be reduced to fifty without losing a single idea.

I can learn resignation and go back to the woods.

As for you, you can go on lounging behind your desk and making little marks in your mark book.

**School of art** The craft of writing is to be taught like any other craft. But at Barbiana we had to argue this question among ourselves. One faction wanted to describe the way we go about writing. Others said, 'Art is a serious matter, even if it uses simple techniques. The readers will laugh at us.'

The poor will not laugh at us. The rich can go on laughing all they want and we shall laugh at them, not able to write either a book or a newspaper with the skill of the poor.

Finally we agreed to write down everything for readers who will love us.
**A humble technique** This is the way we do it:

To start with, each of us keeps a notebook in his pocket. Every time an idea comes up, we make a note of it. Each idea on a separate sheet, on one side of the page.

Then one day we gather together all the sheets of paper and spread them on a big table. We look through them one by one, to get rid of duplications. Next, we make separate piles of the sheets that are related, and these will make up the chapters. Every chapter is sub-divided into small piles, and they will become paragraphs.

At this point we try to give a title to each paragraphs. If we can't it means either that the paragraph has no content or that many things are squeezed into it. Some paragraphs disappear. Some are broken up.

While we name the paragraphs we discuss their logical order, until an outline is born. With the outline set, we reorganize all the piles to follow its pattern.

We take the first pile, spread the sheets on the table, and we find the sequence for them. And so we begin to put down a first draft of the text.

We duplicate that part so that we each can have a copy in front of us. Then scissors, paste and colored pencils. We shuffle it all again. New sheets are added. We duplicate again.

A race begins now for all of us to find any word that can be crossed out, any excess adjectives, repetitions, lies, difficult words, over-long sentences and any two concepts that are forced into one sentence.

We call in one outsider after another. We prefer it if they have not had too much schooling. We ask than to read aloud. And we watch to see if they have understood what we meant to say. We accept their suggestions if they clarify the text. We reject any suggestions made in the name of caution.

Having done all this hard work and having followed these rules that anyone can use, we often come across an intellectual idiot who announces, ‘This letter has a remarkably personal style.’

**Laziness** Why don't you admit that you don't know what the art of writing is? It is an art that is the very opposite of laziness.
And don't say that you lack the time for it. It would be enough to have one long paper written throughout the year, but written by all the students together.

Speaking of laziness, I can suggest an exercise to amuse your students. Why not spend a year translating Saitta's (author of a history book) book into real Italian?

**Criminal Trial** You work 210 days a year, of which thirty are lost in giving exams and over thirty more on tests. That leaves only 150 days of school in a year. Half of these school days are lost in oral examinations, which means that there are seventy-five days of teaching against 135 of passing judgment.

Without changing your working contract in the least, you could triple the hours of schooling you give.

**Tests in the classroom** While giving a test you used to walk up and down between the rows of desks and see me in trouble and making mistakes, but you never said a word.

I have the same situation at home. No one to run to for help for miles around. No books. No telephone.

Now here I am 'school'. I came from far away to be taught. Here I don't have to deal with my mother, who promised to be quiet and then interrupted me a hundred times. My sister's little boy is not here to ask me for help with his homework. Here I have silence and good light and a desk all to myself.

And over there, a few steps away, you stand. You know all of these things. You are paid to help me. Instead, you waste your time keeping me under guard as if I were a thief.

**Laziness and terror** You yourself fold me that oral examinations are not really school. 'When my class is given the first hour you can take a later train, since I spend the first half-hour at oral exams.'

During those exams the whole class sinks either into laziness or terror. Even the boy being questioned wastes his time. He keeps taking cover, avoids what he understands least, keeps stressing the things he knows well.

To make you happy we need know only how to sell our goods. And how never to keep quiet. And how to fill empty spaces with empty words. To repeat critical remarks read
in Sapegno, passing them off as our own and giving the impression that we have read the originals.

**Personal opinions** It's even better to air some 'personal opinions'. You hold these personal opinions in high regard: 'In my opinion, Petrarch...' Perhaps this boy has read two of his poems, perhaps none. I have heard that in certain American schools whenever the teacher says anything, half the students raise their hands and say, 'I agree!' The other half says, 'I don't.' Then they change sides, continuing to chew gum all the while with great energy.

A student who gives personal opinions on things beyond his reach is an imbecile. He should not be praised for it. One goes to school to listen to the teachers.

It can happen on rare occasions that something of our own might be useful to the class or to the teacher. Nor just an opinion or something quoted out of a book. Some definite thing seen with our own eyes, at home, in the streets or in the woods.

**A clever question** You never asked me questions about such things. On my own, I would never speak out about them. But your young gentlemen could go on asking, with angelic faces, about all sorts of things they already knew. And you would keep encouraging them: 'What a clever question!'

A comedy useless to everyone concerned. Harmful to those bootlickers. Cruel to me, who was unable to be good at that game.

**The other dead language**

'Change into contemporary prose.' My eyes kept wandering on those strange words, not knowing where to come to rest. You smiled to me and whispered, 'Go on, dear; it's so easy. I went through it all yesterday for you. You haven't studied.'

It was true. I hadn't studied. I shall never teach my own students that ‘inaugurare’ (to inaugurate) means ‘augurare male’ (to forebode) It is already explained in a footnote. But it is a lie. Foscolo made it up because he disliked the Poor. He did not want to make an effort on our behalf.

You asked me to keep a notebook with all those notations, in order to have me learn by heart that curious language of his. I was supposed to learn that language, but where could I ever use it?
For the sake of stretching out a hand to Dick, across all the barriers of language, I was ready to do acrobatics. During work breaks he would sit next to me and make an effort to pronounce *dolce vita* (English mispronunciation of a major Italian film *La Dolce Vita*). I'd respond with a dirty joke in my worst cockney. And I'd try to make my pronunciation as bad as his. That cockney never used inside an office. That cockney which keeps you among the poor.

**Blackmail** Meanwhile the minutes were passing and my mouth would not open. I was sunk in rage and despair.

Those pathetic children couldn't make me out. You have trained them since infancy to accept the language of your Monti. They are already resigned to boredom. They expect nothing else from school.

They would cheer me on with loving sympathy. Like the young people of the St. Vincent Charitable Society, they never see the hatred.

No one disliked me. Not even you: 'I'm not going to eat you Up' You sounded so encouraging. You wanted to do your duty by me.

And meanwhile you were destroying every single ideal I had, with the blackmail power of that diploma you have in your hands.

**Art** If I had had some time to calm down during those oral examinations (as I now have with my friends while we write these things) I could have convinced you. I'm sure of it. You are not a beast, after all.

At the moment, though, only filthy words and insults kept coming to my mind. Those words that we try hard to hold back while we transform them into arguments.

So, we have understood what art is. It means to dislike some body or something. To think about it at great length. To have friends help us in patient teamwork.

Slowly the truth will emerge from beneath the hatred. The work of art is born: a hand held out to your enemy so that he may change.

**Infection** After a month at your school I, too, was infected.

During the oral exams my heart would stop beating. I found that I was wishing on others what I did not want done to myself.
I stopped listening to the lessons. I would think only about the oral exams coming up in the next hour. The best and most exciting subjects - wrapped up and lifeless. As if they had no relationship to the larger world outside. As if they could be confined only to those inches between the blackboard and the teacher's desk.

_A worm_ At home, I didn't even notice when my mother fell ill. Nor did I have any interest in my neighbors. I new read a newspaper. I couldn't sleep at night.

My mother cried. My father grumbled through his teeth: ‘You'd be better off out in the woods.'

I was reduced to studying like a worm.

Until then, I had always had time to approach something as I would if I were teaching it to my pupils. If something seemed important, I would drop the textbook and go deeper into other books to understand it.

After your treatment, I found even the textbook too much. I saw myself underlining the crucial points. Later, my schoolmates suggested even skinnier books for cramming, invented strictly for satisfying your little heads.

_Doubts_ I reached the point of thinking you were right, and that your culture was the true one. Perhaps we, in our solitude up there, were still dreaming with simplicity you had left behind centuries ago.

Perhaps our dream of a language that everyone could read, made of plain words, was nothing but a fantasy ahead of in time.

By a hair I missed becoming one of you. Like those children of the poor who change their race when they go up to the university.

_The outrider_ I did not quite have the time, though, to become as corrupt as you would have liked. In June you gave me a 5 in Italian arid a 4 in Latin.

I took the old path through the woods once more and returned to Barbiana. Day after day, from dawn till dark, like a child again.

But I did not pick up the full timetable of the school. Because of the two exams I had to resit, my mentor relieved me from having to teach the younger pupils and from
reading the newspaper. I was allowed to study in a room all by myself in order to have silence and the books I did not have at home.

I used to return from the dead only for the reading of letters.

**Letters**

*Alms*  Francuccio, from Algeria: ...
.... in some places around hem the earth is all red and there isn't a blade of grass. Suddenly the pain stops. I lean out the window to see what is going on. Three girls with colorful skirts reaching down to their feet. They walk along the train and they don't beg but people toss them something. They gather it up quickly and hide it in their bosoms. When they have worked their way down to the last carriage, the engineer picks up speed again to thirty kilometers per hour. They tell me that Ben Bells wanted to stop this habit of begging and that Baumedienne, on the other hand, lets it go on I can't work it out yet. Who is right? What is your opinion Father?

*The language of the poor*  Another note from Francuccio:
... found a wooden hoop on the street and began tossing it into the air to catch it. I am surrounded by about twenty children, who start to laugh and hold up their hands for me to throw it to them I do, and we go on for five minutes without a word. All of a sudden the oldest gives a signal to stop. He has noticed my Arabic newspaper. He asks in Arabic what I am doing here and where I came from. We began to talk on the steps of the little mosque. The *muezzin* came up to us and started to talk to me at a great rate. Since I couldn't understand his questions I had to admit that I was not an Arab, but that I could read Arabic. Then he took me into the mosque to read the Koran. He was all excited.

*Religion*  Sandro, from France:
... he stops the car on a side street and asks me to pay him for the ride. I say, ‘Mochin, je suir cotholique,' *(Listen you, I'm a catholic)* and he gives up, but he leaves me stranded right there and I had to walk four kilometers to reach the highway.

*Boiled sunflowers*  Franco, from Wales:
... the priest has a special booklet for confessing foreigners. You say to him, 'I did two sins number twenty-five and I fought off three number twelve.' He gave me a sermon on number twenty-five!

I grow vegetables for a little old lady. Today I had to strip sunflowers all day. She is a vegetarian but would have bought meat just for me. I say no, it’s one more experience. So, she picked two sunflower stalks and boiled them for me.
**The apolitical girl** Carlo, from Marseilles:

…. there's a gang of Italian students here with a priest. They build barracks for the Algerians at no pay. They don't try to learn French. They don't want to hear about politics. They do a lot of talking about the Vatican Council but make very few strokes with the pickaxe. One of them is a rather stupid girl. Tonight when I went into my mom to wire to you, she followed me in and threw herself on my bed, saying she was crazy about Florentines.

**Praising lies** Edoardo, from London:

…it's all the fault of the parents who spoil their children too much. They don't teach them how to spend money, they let them give orders and they mat them like grown men. Parents gain their trust, but is a lie such a bad thing when it can keep a boy away from so many sins? I don't know whether I have made myself clear. True, English children are very sincere. But what does it cost them when their mother will never scold them anyway? The parents - what do they gain? If I tell a lie it is a sign that I know what is wrong and I think twice before doing it again.

**To our credit** An old union worker from England writes about Paolo:

…he is a blessing from God to our factory and a real credit to your school. He is so intense and happy with life. I feel as if God had arranged this thing: you and I so far away from each other and still we think and speak alike. Here many of the workers vote Conservative and read the boss's newspapers, and I tell them, 'I had to wait for this boy to come all the way from Italy to find one who thinks like me. You allow a boy and a Roman Catholic to come and teach you.'

**Annibal Caro** When all the letters are read, I shut myself up again with my *Aeneid*.

I read an episode that you like.

Two toughs are disemboweling people while they sleep. List of: people disemboweled, the stolen goods, the names of the men who have given a belt as a gift and the weight of that belt The whole thing in a stillborn language." The *Aeneid* was not part of the curriculum. You chose it I will never forgive you that.

My friends, however, do forgive me. They know that my goal is to be a teacher. But I am just as cut off from things as you are.
Disinfection

Superficial In September you gave me 4s on both tests. You can't even carry out your chemist's trade very well. Your little scales are not working. How could I know less than I did in June?

You pulled a switch. You switched off a boy. But actually, without knowing it, you turned on my light. You opened my eyes to you and your culture.

First of all I have found the most accurate insult for defining you: you are simply superficial. You are a society of mutual flatterers that survives because there are so few of you.

Revenge My father and my brother go off to the woods for me. I cannot take that course again and I do not intend to carry wood on my hack, letting the world go on the way it is. That would give you too much satisfaction.

So I was back in Barbiana, and in June I went to take the exam once more.

You failed me again, as if you were spitting on the ground. But I am not going to give up. I will be a teacher and I'll make a better teacher than you.

Second revenge My other revenge is this letter. We all worked on it together.

Even Gianni did some work. His father is in the hospital. If only Gianni had been as manly last year as he is now. But now it is too late for schooling. They need his apprentice's pay at home. When he heard about this letter, though, he promised to come and help us on Sundays.

He finally came. He read it. He pointed out some words or phrases that were too difficult. He reminded us of some tasty bits of viciousness. He authorized us to make fun of him. He is practically the chief author.

But don't let yourself take comfort from this. You still have to carry him around in your soul. He can't yet express himself.

Waiting for an answer Now we are here awaiting an answer. There must be someone in some magistrale who will write to us:

Dear boys,
Not all teachers are like that lady of yours. Don't become racialists yourselves.

Although I can't agree with everything you say, I know that our school isn't good enough. Only a perfect school can afford to refuse new people and new cultures. And there is no perfect school. Neither yours nor ours.

However, if any of you who want to be teachers will come and take your examinations here, I have a group of colleagues ready to shut their eyes for your sake.

In pedagogy, we shall ask you only about Gianni. In literature, we shall ask how you wrote this beautiful letter. In Latin, some old words your grandfather still uses. In geography, the customs of English farmers. In history, the reasons why mountain people come down to the plains. In science, you can tell us about sormenti and give us the correct name of the tree that bears cherries.

We are waiting for this letter. We know it will come.

Our address is:
Scuola di Barbiana,
Vicchio Mugello, Firenze, Italy.

New address:
Ragazzi di Barbiana, Via del Colle 51, Calenzano-Firenze. Italy.

Dear School of Barbiana

Let me first introduce myself. I am a former member of the British House of Commons, and a former Minister of Education. For nearly ten years, altogether; I used to speak on education in the British Parliament as an official spokesman of my political party. Now I have left politics, and I am about to become vice-chancellor of Leeds University, a large university in the north or England.

I have been greatly impressed by your Letter, and want to send you a reply of my own. I notice first, that your Letter expresses passionately, even angrily, a belief which cannot be too often or too strongly reaffirmed: far too many boys and girls in your country and in mine, are still being allowed to write themselves off well below their true potential. This is one of the most important truths about the world today, and I have always tried to do what I could to bring it to people's attention. It is the lesson taught by all the major reports on education, which have appeared in my country
during the last twelve years - Crowter, Robbins, Newsom and Plowden. But I think your Letter to a Teacher drives it home best of all.

My second reason for sending you this reply is that I was particularly interested in what you had to say about Pierino - the professional -class child who goes straight into a higher form – as well as about Gannni, the child of poor parents who needs more ‘full-time’ education most. I think you are right to point out the educational deprivation, which Pierino suffers through being so cut off from the culture of Gianni. The education of a favored minority must be less effective, simply as education, if it affords them no opportunity for close contact with children who may not have heard of Cicero but who - as you vividly express it - 'can read the sounds of their valley for miles around'. Highly selective schooling, in your own words, 'deprives the poor of the means of expressing themselves. It (also) deprives the rich of a knowledge of things as they are’ I personally found it salutary to have the case against a rigidly selective system made so forcefully in this way.

My third reason for writing is simply the desire to congratulate you on the sheer quality and effectiveness of your Letter as a piece of writing. You are of course concerned with better schooling, and not with literary elegance. But the vividness and precision of your language matches the clarity of your thought. And for all the sting of your polemic, you take up no positions that you are not prepared to defend with reasoned argument and rigorous analysis.

There are many points I wish I could discuss with you. I am glad you devote a number of pages to the content of secondary education - what we really mean when we speak of 'secondary education for all'. Your statistical analysis of failure in the Italian schools, and the diagrams which accompany and illustrate it, are achievements which not only merited the prize exceptionally awarded by the Italian Physical Society, but also help to justify what I and many others have said about offering all children the opportunity to learn something about modem numerate techniques. No one who really wants to try and understand the workings of our society can afford to ignore what a Professor of Economics in my country has called 'the immense gains to be derived from access to the principal technique of analytical thinking developed by man'.

I hope you might be pleasantly surprised by the number of schools in Britain where you would find considerable sympathy with your ideas. For instance, I think most of our teachers, and certainly those teaching in country schools, would be interested to hear about sormenti, or the correct name of the tree that bears cherries. Many of them have described to me how valuable visits abroad are in encouraging boys and girls to make progress in the use of a second language. Many, again, would strongly endorse
your view that if you want good English - or Italian - prose composition, you must get people to write about experiences that are real to them. As for history, schools in my country do not have nearly enough money to spend on books, but I should judge that few history books for schools would nowadays make the mistake of dismissing Gandhi in a few lines - and, if they did, even few teachers would wish to buy them.

I found myself particularly intrigued by one sentence in the *Letter*: 'A man can call himself a teacher when he has no cultural interests just for his own sake.' My own inclination is to feel that there are 'goods of solitude' as well as 'goods of society' - and I do not see why a teacher, provided that (as you rightly insist) he works hard at his job, should not enjoy his own cultural interests in his spare time, just like anyone else. Some of us do like to spend a small part of the day alone if we can, and I thought you were too hard on the girl in your class who likes to shut herself in her room to listen to Bach. However, I think there is an important truth contained in your statement that ‘knowledge is only meant to be passed on’, since it reminds one that teacher-training is ultimately concerned with *what one can pass on to children*, rather than with academic study as such.

Your letter is full of flashes of insight, which I found exciting and sometimes highly disturbing. ‘Whenever you speak to a worker you manage to get it all wrong: your choice of words, your tone, your jokes.’ As someone who started life as a Pierino, I accept the justice of this comment, except that I usually have the sense not to attempt the jokes. Of course this difficulty of communication does not only apply vertically in our present-day society, to communication between the salaried classes and the wage-earners; it can apply equally, to take an example from my own country, to communication between a leader-writer on a sophisticated London weekly and a supporter of Mr. Enoch Powell in the West Midlands.

Most striking of all is your comment on Stokely Carmichael at his last trial, declaring that ‘There isn’t a white man I can trust.’ If the young white man [who had given his entire life to the cause of the blacks] took offence at what Carmichael said, that Carmichael is right. If he is truly with the blacks, the young man must swallow it, draw aside and keep on loving. Here I am with you completely - in fact it was this comment, more than anything else, that made me want to write to you. Where race relations are concerned, it seems to me quite crucial that one's commitment should not be dictated by a woolly belief in 'tolerance', by charity or by a desire to be commended as a white liberal'. If it matters to us that our society should become a *juster* society for all (nor just a more tolerant society), then we will do what we can irrespective of what other people - be they black or white-may choose to say of us.
You have written an angry Letter, but it is a Letter, which stands for maturity as against triviality, and recognizes the gains we could all share from an educational system which more effectively lowers the barriers to civilized human intercourse. And for all the biting tone of your Letter, you end on a note of expectancy and hope - the hope that someone in authority will recognize in reply that ‘There is no perfect school. Neither yours nor ours.’ Of course this ‘someone’, if he is a real person, will almost certainly have started life not as Gianni but as Pierino a Pierino who has himself come to recognize the defects in his own education. It is a fitting ending to your fine Letter that you are prepared to listen to him when he admonishes you: ‘Don't become racialists yourselves.’

Yours sincerely

Edward Boyle